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Abstract

Automatic human face tracking is the basis of robotic and active vision systems used for facial feature analysis, automatic surveillance, video conferencing, intelligent transportation, human-computer
interaction and many other applications. Superior human face tracking will allow future safety
surveillance systems which monitor drowsy drivers, or patients and elderly people at the risk of
seizure or sudden falls and will perform with lower risk of failure in unexpected situations. This
area has actively been researched in the current literature in an attempt to make automatic face
trackers more stable in challenging real-world environments. To detect faces in video sequences,
features like colour, texture, intensity, shape or motion is used. Among these feature colour has
been the most popular, because of its insensitivity to orientation and size changes and fast processability. The challenge of colour-based face trackers, however, has been dealing with the instability
of trackers in case of colour changes due to the drastic variation in environmental illumination.
Probabilistic tracking and the employment of particle filters as powerful Bayesian stochastic
estimators, on the other hand, is increasing in the visual tracking field thanks to their ability to
handle multi-modal distributions in cluttered scenes. Traditional particle filters utilize transition
prior as importance sampling function, but this can result in poor posterior sampling.
The objective of this research is to investigate and propose stable face tracker capable of dealing
with challenges like rapid and random motion of head, scale changes when people are moving closer
or further from the camera, motion of multiple people with close skin tones in the vicinity of the
model person, presence of clutter and occlusion of face. The main focus has been on investigating an
efficient method to address the sensitivity of the colour-based trackers in case of gradual or drastic
illumination variations.
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ABSTRACT

The particle filter is used to overcome the instability of face trackers due to nonlinear and random
head motions To increase the traditional particle filter's sampling efficiency an improved version
of the particle filter is introduced that considers the latest measurements This improved particle
filter employs a new colour-based bottom-up approach that leads particles to generate an effective
proposal distribution
The colour-based bottom-up approach is a classification technique for fast skin colour segmen
tation This method is independent to distribution shape and does not require excessive memory
storage or exhaustive prior training
Finally, to address the adaptability of the colour-based face tracker to illumination changes,
an original likelihood model is proposed based of spatial rank information that considers both the
illumination invariant colour ordering of a face's pixels in an image or video frame and the spatial
interaction between them
The original contribution of this work lies in the unique mixture of existing and proposed components to improve colour-base recognition and tracking of faces in complex scenes, especially
where drastic illumination changes occur Experimental results of the final version of the proposed face tracker, which combines the methods developed, are provided in the last chapter of this
manuscnpt
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Visual tracking is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) and computer vision. Artificial intelligence
uses computer vision methods to make computers intelligent, which means making them more
helpful to humans and to better understand the basis of intelligence. The definition of intelligence
however is not still clear because it appears to be a combination of large data processing and information representation abilities [2]. The purpose of computer vision is to program a computer to
recognize a scene or features in an image. Computer vision is concerned with the identification of
objects and estimation of their locations, orientations and scales in addition to the three dimensional
reconstructions of the world. Computer vision's researchers found out that in contrast to what many
people would intuitively imagine, simulating human vision with computers is not an easy task relative to other skills such as solving mathematical problems, playing chess, and integrating algebraic
expressions. Our vision identifies objects around us naturally without any effort or thinking. This
task is however processed slowly in computers because of its high computational complexity. In
computer vision the shape of an object seemed to be the first clue to describe a particular object at
the beginning. Today information obtained from object's colour, shading, stereo vision, shape from
motion and edge are utilized in the recognition of objects [2].
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1.1 Visual Tracking
Tracking is the pursuit of an object by following tracks or marks they left behind in the active images. Estimation and tracking of motion in image sequences is an important branch of computer
vision for monitoring an object's spatial and temporal changes during video sequences, including
its presence, position, size, shape and orientation. Visual content can be modeled in a hierarchical
order. At the first level are the raw pixels with colour or intensity information. Further processing
yields features such as edges, corners, lines, curves, and colour distributions. At a higher level,
features may be combined and interpreted as objects. There is always a trade-off between feature complexity and tracking efficiency. Lower-level features, such as points, are easier to extract
but relatively more difficult to track than higher-level features such as blobs and 3D shapes. State
estimation is the problem of estimating large, rigid or deformable moving objects' locations, orientations and/or sizes, translating in a time-varying fashion from noisy or uncertain observations.
Visual tracking is usually performed using two main classes of methods: bottom-up [3] and topdown [4]. In a bottom-up approach, image is segmented or classified, so as to localize the blob or
object without considering any hypothesis, either in each frame or when the object first appears in
the video. The top-down approach, on the other hand, performs object association from one frame
to the next by generating an object hypothesis and then evaluating the likelihood of a set of given
hypotheses for each frame based on the most recent observation or measurement.

1.2

Applications

The importance of research in the area of visual tracking is due to the large variety of valuable
applications that it brings into human life, including:
• Controlling processes (e.g. robotic vision, autonomous vehicle, and factory automation)
• Detecting events (e.g. automatic visual surveillance, facial feature tracking and analysis,
intelligent transportation and multimedia)
• Organizing information (e.g. for indexing databases of images and image sequences)
• Modeling objects or environments (e.g. industrial inspection, medical image analysis)
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• Interaction (e g as the input to a device for human-computer interaction)
• Video compression
• Image retrieval
Between the above applications the interest was found in the following applications of visual
tracking briefly introduced here
Automotive industry Advanced sensing technology using computer vision approaches has
found important applications in automotive industry and has been very successful in safety or warning systems as well as in automotive design, testing, inspection and the manufacturing industry
Modern cars have significant number of sensors and controls to provide convenience and safety
Cars are getting smarter to minimize the accidents caused by operator error They warn the user
or in some cases take a reactive action to prevent accidents All these have been possible due to
the implementation of several modern, hi-tech sensing techniques inside today s manufactured vehicles The future concept cars are getting more autonomous, thus requinng even more sensors and
electronic controls The automotive design industry uses advanced sensing systems too Computer
vision has also been fairly appraised for inspection of complicated parts that would usually take a
fair amount of time to measure and inspect using conventional techniques [5] In addition to the
efficiency that computer vision based sensing systems bring to the various divisions of automotive
industry, vision based sensors have the capability of supporting real-time control systems
Automated visual surveillance is currently a hot topic in computer vision research Surveillance cameras are cheap and ubiquitous, but the manpower required to supervise them is expensive
The goal of automatic visual surveillance is to obtain a description of what is happening in a monitored area, and then to take appropriate action based on that interpretation
Facial feature tracking is important for face recognition, facial expression analysis and face
animation It can be applied to systems such as driver monitonng to detect drowsiness Fatigue has
been widely accepted as a significant factor in a variety of road accidents Passive safety systems
such as seat belt and airbags provide protection right after collision takes place, but more recently
active safety systems have been introduced to prevent collision from happening in the first place
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Intelligent transportation: Intelligent vehicle systems have the capability to reduce pedestrian
deaths and injuries. However, in order to provide effective protection, such systems need to not only
detect pedestrians in varying environmental conditions, but also predict the possibility of collision.
They should relay the information to the driver in an efficient and non-distracting manner or to the
control system of the vehicle in order to take preventive actions [6].
Multimedia: In multimedia, video conferencing is increasing attention for its ability in realtime communication over the network, between two or more people. Many analysts believe that
video conferencing will be one of the fastest-growing segments of the computer industry in near
future. To make video conferencing systems more analogous to physical conferences, using cameras
with controllable pan, tilt, and zooming abilities are inevitable. These cameras should be able to
track the presenter automatically in real-world environments.

1.3

Challenges

Achieving reliable visual tracking in complex and real-world environments is a challenge for computer vision researchers and is still an open problem in today's state of the art researches. Challenges
include change of image colour with illumination variations, motion of multiple objects or their random and rapid movement, existence of background clutter, occlusion of the object and large scale
changes due to the object's distance to the camera. In driver monitoring, a quick look to the side
of the vehicle or vehicle vibrations are examples of random and unexpected rapid head motions.
Driving during the night with reflections of city lights on the driver's face or sunlight and shadows
during a day are examples of gradual and drastic illumination variations in an environment. Faces
can also be partly occluded by a driver's hand and driver's appearance will vary from person to person based on the driver's hair colour or style, sunglasses, beard or hat. In video conferencing, faces
can be under the influence of the projector's light or only the brightness of the room or variations
of these lights when presenter walks. In surveillance systems, people are often being occluded by
other people or objects in the scene, the background can be cluttered and faces can be under the
influence of sunlight or artificial lights. In people monitoring systems used for automatic nursing
systems, a person can fall down and cause rapid and random motion. This sort of motion is hard to
detect in many existing systems. In the later sections, it is clarified how these challenges are being
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addressed by the proposed face tracker

1.4

Research Objective and Contributions

The objective of this research is automatic visual tracking in complex and challenging conditions
with the main focus on face and head tracking This work's onginal contnbution lies in the unique
mixture of existing or new efficient components to improve colour tracking with superior object
recognition in complex scenes, especially where illumination changes drastically To fulfill the
above goals the following contnbutions are made to this research
An improved proposal distnbution is introduced which increases the traditional particle filter's
sampling efficiency due to the consideration of the latest measurement
The proposal distnbution of the particle filter includes a distnbution created from an onginal
skin colour modeling method that is faster than existing approaches such as Gaussian or histogram
based modeling methods with equal or higher performance In addition to that it is independent to
distnbution shape and does not require excessive memory storage or exhaustive pnor training
To weigh particles and address the adaptability of the colour-based face tracker to illumination
changes, an illumination invanant likelihood function is proposed using spatial rank information
that considers both the illumination invanant colour ordering of face s pixels in video frames and
the spatial interaction between them
An onginal similanty measure is also introduced that is specifically designed to create an illumination invanant likelihood function that uses spatial colour rank information in presence of drastic
or gradual varying illuminations

1.5 Outline of the Thesis
Face tracking is usually a combination of the bottom-up and top-down approaches

Bottom-up

methods including skin colour modeling techniques for localization of faces in images are explained
in Chapter 2 Colour spaces used for skin colour classification is also present in Chapter 2
Chapter 3, introduces top-down and filtenng approaches for head tracking, including the probabilistic approaches for the estimation of the head's state
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Combination of the two (bottom-up and top-down) followed by introducing the existing face
trackers adopting either or a combination of the two, is the subject of Chapter 4. The proposed face
tracker is also introduced and defined in this chapter.
Experimental results and discussions about the three different face trackers implemented in this
research are discussed in chapter 5.
Finally, conclusion remarks are provided in chapter 6 and future works are suggested in the
same chapter.

6

Figure 2.1: CCD colour camera and TOF range imaging camera

Chapter 2
Bottom-up Approaches

In visual tracking the input data consists of sequential frames obtained by imaging sensors such
as charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras or time-of-flight (TOF) cameras. CCD cameras provide
intensity or colour information and come in the form of still or active cameras with controlled pan,
tilt, focus and zoom while, TOF cameras provide depth information. Although the main focus has
been on still cameras, experimentations are also conducted in this research with EVI-D70 Sony
robotic pan/tilt colour video camera and SR-3000 TOF sensor that provides 3D depth information
of the scene. Figure 2.1 illustrates these cameras.
In a bottom-up approach, image is segmented or classified, so as to localize the blob or object
without considering any hypothesis, either in each frame or when the object first appears in the
video. The implementation details of the proposed bottom-up method are clarified in later, chapters
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and in the next section existing bottom-up approaches in literature are explained.

2.1 Face Localization
In a bottom-up process, given a new frame, the goal of detecting objects such as faces is to determine
whether or not there are any faces in the image and, if present, return the image location and scale
of each face. Face localization aims to estimate the image position of face [7].
Selecting right features is critical in tracking, and is closely related to object representation. For
example, colour is used as a feature for histogram-based appearance representations, while contourbased representation relies on features like object edges. Cremers et al. [8] used optical flow as a
feature for contour tracking, Jepson et al. [9] employed steerable filter responses for tracking and
Comaniciu et al. [10] used colour histograms to represent the object's appearance. Features such as
colour [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 10, 16, 17], intensity [18, 19, 20], shape [14] or texture [21] and motion
cues [22, 23, 24] have also been used in combination [25, 20, 26] or alone to distinguish targets
from clutter and localize objects in video frames.

2.2 Background Subtraction
Background subtraction is used for detecting moving objects from static cameras. This technique
uses motion cues to localize objects in video frames and has been adopted for face localization in
applications such as video surveillance. In this technique a representation of the scene called the
background model is created and then deviations from the model are found for each incoming frame.
Usually, a connected component algorithm is applied to obtain connected regions corresponding to
the objects (Works on frame differencing and background subtraction can be found in [27, 28]).
Change detection algorithms that compare successive frames [29, 30] can also be used to extract
motion.
While frame differencing is effective in determining motion, it is not effective in high lighting
foreground objects that are stationary from frame to frame. Frame differencing has also a tendency
to only highlight the edges of objects in the foreground, which can make image analysis more
difficult. Therefore, background subtraction is more popular than frame differencing. Figure 2.2

2 BOTTOM-UP APPROACHES

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2: (a) Image from a sequence in which a person is walking across the scene, (b) The
stationary background, (c) colours that are observed less frequently, (d) Background subtraction
result.(Copyright of images belong to [1])
shows an example of background subtraction.

2.3

Intensity Gradient

Facial features such as eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and hair-line are commonly extracted using
edge detectors. Edge detectors like Canny [31] detect points in images at which the image brightness
changes sharply, or in other words, has discontinuities.
The Canny edge detector has been employed in [32] for face localization in a cluttered back-
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ground for face identification. It uses an edge map and heuristics to remove and group edges so that
only the ones on the face contour are considered. An ellipse is then fit to the boundary between the
head region and the background. The Canny edge detector is also used in [18] to calculate the edge
intensity.
Amit et al. presented a method for shape detection and applied it to detect frontal-view faces in
still intensity images [33].
Faces are detected in the face tracker introduced in [19] using the intensity gradients around the
objects boundary. To give proper score to the existing edges in each video frame, the normalized
sum of the gradient magnitude around the perimeter of the ellipse is computed, where ellipse models
the head. Contour trackers such as [34, 35] use the same formulation to compute the intensity
gradient.
Chen et al. [20] detect faces for speaker tracking using edge detection which is conducted along
the normal lines of the predicted contour location.

2.4

Texture

Human faces have a distinct texture that can be used for face detection in the presence of different
objects. Face or hair texture as a feature is used to detect, identify and separate faces or heads from
other objects in a variety of works [36, 37, 21]. Human face has a type of textural characteristic that
does not change with head's orientation. In addition to that, a face's texture is almost symmetric
with respect to the medial axis.

2.5

Colour

Among all features, colour is most widely used for tracking as it allows for fast processing, and
remains insensitive to orientation changes such as translation, rotation, as well as occlusion. Using
a CCD colour camera for input data and focusing on face tracking application, colour has been the
first choice in this research to be selected as a feature for bottom-up face localization. Skin colour
provides useful information about face due to its explicit tone. Several colour spaces have been
utilized to classify skin pixels including RGB [38, 39, 40], normalized RGB [41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
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46, 47, 48, 49, 50], HSV (or HSI) [51, 52, 53, 54],YCrCb [55, 56], YIQ [57] and CIE [58]. Before
investigation into different skin colour modeling is discussed, colour spaces used in this work are
briefly explained.

2.6 Colour Spaces
A colour space is a model for representing colour in terms of intensity values; a colour space specifies how colour information is represented. It defines a one-, two-, three-, or four-dimensional
space whose dimensions, or components, represent intensity values. A colour component is also
referred to as a colour channel or band. RGB space is a three-dimensional colour space whose components are the red, green, and blue intensities that make up a given colour. Other spaces include:
Normalized RGB, CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, black), XYZ, HSV, HSL, HSI (hue, saturation,
value, lightness/luminance, intensity), TSL (tint, saturation, lightness), YCrCb, Perceptually uniform colour system and CIE Lab.
The colour spaces adopted in this work for comparison reasons including HSV/HSI, RGB, TSL
and YCrCb are popular colour spaces extensively used in literature for skin colour detection and
classification. The RGB colour model is an additive model in which red, green and blue light are
combined in various ways to reproduce other colours. Hue and saturation values in hue-saturation
based colour spaces are computed from R, G and B values,

l((R-G) + (R-B))

H - arccos —
V((* - G) 2 + (R- B)(G - B))
min(R, G, B)
5 = 1- 3 „
' '
R+G+B
The intensity, lightness or value is related to the colour luminance defined as,

(2.1)

I =-(R + G + B) or / = 0.2997? + 0.587G + 0.114B

(2.3)

(2.2)

/ = -(max(/? + G + B) + max(R + G + B))

(2.4)

V = max(R + G + B)

(2.5)
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A normalized chrominance-luminance TSL space is a transformation of the normalized RGB into
more intuitive values, close to hue and saturation in their meaning,

s= (r 2+g/2)

(2 6)

V? '

-

arctan(4)/27r + 3/4

ifg

arctan(4)/27r + 1/4

if g > 0

0

if

<0
(2.7)

8=0

L = 0.2997? + 0.587G + 0.114B
where r — r—l/3,g'

(2.8)

= g—1/3 and
r =

*
R+G+B

„=
s

^

(2 9)

R+G+B

in normalized RGB colour space.
Finally, YCrCb is an encoded nonlinear RGB signal. In YCrCb colour space, colour is represented by luma (which is luminance, computed from nonlinear RGB), constructed as a weighted
sum of the RGB values, and two colour difference values Cr and Q, that are formed by subtracting
luma from RGB red and blue components,
Y = 0.2997? + 0.587G + 0.1 UBCr =R-YCb

= B-Y

(2.10)

The transformation simplicity and explicit separation of luminance and chrominance components
makes this colour space attractive for skin colour modeling.
CIE Lab is also a famous colour space which unlike the RGB and CMYK colour models, is
designed to approximate human vision. It aspires to perceptual uniformity, and its L component
closely matches human perception of lightness. Perceptually uniform means that a change of the
same amount in a colour value should produce a change of about the same visual importance. This
colour space is not employed in this work because the perceptual uniformity in CIE-LAB or CIELUV colour spaces is obtained at the expense of heavy computational transformations [59]. Another
reason for not selecting this colour space is the investigation results of two survey papers on skincolour detection [60, 59]. Zarit et al. [61] compared five colour spaces for classification of skin
pixels in colour histogram based applications. The colour spaces were CIE Lab, Fleck HS, HSV,
Normalized RGB and YCrCb. They found that the CIE Lab and YCbCr gave the poorest results.
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2.7 Skin Colour Modeling Methods
The goal of skin colour modeling is to classify the pixels of the image into skin coloured and nonskin coloured pixels To reach this goal, different approaches are proposed in literature, those can
be divided into the three main groups of region-based, Gaussian-based and histogram-based
Skin colour distributions have been learned also by neural network based approaches A multilayer perceptron is used in [62] to learn skm colour distnbution and classify pixels into skin-tone
and non-skin tones A Self Organizing Map (SOM) for labelling skin tones was used in [63]

2.7.1

Region-Based Models

The simplest methods to define skin colour have a certain range or values in specific coordinates
of a colour space as measurements, they have shown that with the exception of the extreme dark
or pale, skin tones have similar chromaticity [23] It is also shown in [64] that the chromaticity
of skin follows a curve similar to the Planckian locus under light sources of different correlated
colour temperatures Therefore, the region containing trained samples of skin colour pixels belong
to different races and under various illumination conditions is called skm locus Hidai et al [65]
defined the ideal skin colour as the average of the skin pixels obtained from a database of face
images Skin and non-skin pixels are classified based on the similarity of image pixels to the ideal
skin colour A region-based approach is suitable for skin colour detection in images or preprocessing
of human tracking, but it cannot be applied directly to real-time human tracking because it detects
all types of skin tones without differentiating between desired and undesired objects with different
skin tones There are also other region-based methods [66] where define different boundary rules
for skin tone region or use different colour spaces
2.7.2

Two-Dimensional or Three-Dimensional Single Gaussian Models

In these methods, skin colour distnbution is approximated by 2D or 3D Gaussian distribution [67,
68, 69] The parameters can be estimated using maximum likelihood and skin pixels are modeled
by Gaussian joint probability distribution function (pdf)

For instance, joint probability density
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function in normalized RGB colour space is defined as,
r—r
P((r,g)\skin) =

(2.11)

.e

2CT|E; 11/2

where
1 "

1 "

r
''=~Yi
J
n /—i

8n=~YJ8J
*—)

7=1

(2.12)

7=1

OT

a

n

O",rg

(2.13)

a
&

are mean values and covariance matrix respectively and n is the total number of the sample pixels
collected from a skin patch of the person being tracked, and cr2r and o1 are also computed as
£7?

= _L.Y(r-r)(r-r)7'
n - 1 *—i

(2.14)

7=1

(2.15)
Skin segmentation can be performed based on the probability density function value directly as
a probability of each observed pixel belonging to the person being tracked. Another choice is
measuring the mahalanobis distance denned for normalized RGB colour space as

D=

r—r

(2.16)

from the colour pair or triads to mean vector.
2.7.3

Two-Dimensional or Three-Dimensional Multiple or Mixture of Gaussians Models

Skin colour distribution can be approximated with a higher complexity model named multiple or
mixture of Gaussians modeling. This method can more precisely approximate skin colour distribution especially if it contains face, lips, eyes or hair colour in head tracking systems for instance. It
has been adopted for face tracking in [38, 39, 69] and the parameter are estimated by ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm [38, 39]. Multiple or mixture of Gaussians modeling has a high
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computational complexity that increases with the number of probability density functions considered for modeling. This distribution is defined by
*
P((r, g)\skiri) = J ] KjPjdr, g)\skin)

(2.17)

7=1

with mixing properties nt and K component number between two to sixteen.
Lee et al. [70] also proposed a new statistical colour model for skin detection by changing the
position of mean vector, after considering only distinctive sample colours. Due to asymmetry of the
skin cluster with respect to its density peak, usage of this method can hopefully lead to a lower false
positives rate.
2.7.4

Histogram-Based Models

In non-parametric skin modeling methods, skin colour distribution is estimated from the training
data without deriving an explicit model such as Gaussian for the skin colour distribution. Nonparametric or histogram-based skin modeling method is one of the most common approaches for the
representation of the distribution of colours in an image [71, 13, 26, 4, 72, 17]. An image's colour
histogram is composed of bins - each counting the number of pixels that represent a particular colour
for the whole image or an object in the image. After reading an image or frame, the colour values are
quantized into a number of bins, each corresponding to particular range of colour component value
pairs (in 2D case) or triads (in 3D case). Bins, forming a 2D or 3D histogram, are referred as lookup
table (LUT). Each bin stores the number of times this particular colour occurred in the training skin
images. After training, the histogram counts are normalized, converting histogram values to discrete
probability distribution P(skin\(r, g)) in normalized RGB colour space for instance. P(skin\(r, g)),
can be computed using Bayes equation, maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP)
Bayes rules. After some manipulation [60] the Bayes equation
p. , • ,, .,
V wiv, g))

p

^

P((r,g)\skin).P(skin)
+ p ( ( r ; g ) | _ skin).P{-skin)

g)\skin)P(skin)

C

}

is simplified to
P(skin\(r,g))
———;
> Threshold
P(-skin\(r, g))

(2.19)
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where
Threshold = Kl ~ ^ ^ ' f
P(skm\(r,g))
colour values greater than threshold belong to skin.

2.7.5

(2.20)

Skin Colour Modelings Comparison

Based on an investigation over the existing skin colour modeling approaches, region-based models
are highly prone to distraction by background clutter, which makes them a poor choice for use in
skin colour modeling. Gaussian models also have the disadvantage of being slow - especially in the
case of multiple or mixed Gaussians. They are distribution shape-dependent and have a higher false
positive rate than histogram-based methods. Nonparametric or histogram-based methods are fast,
but they require excessive storage memory. Because of the real-time nature of face monitoring or
face tracking, the histogram-based method is the most popular approach for colour-based tracking,
but to make the 2D or 3D histogram modeling work faster, the colour distribution should be modeled
coarsely. Normally histograms of 8 bins are employed to represent the colour distribution [ 13, 26,4,
72] failing to take full advantage of sufficient colour information-and as a result presents poor results
in many real-world situations, especially in cluttered scenes. To improve the skin colour modeling
an efficient approach is proposed that, unlike histogram-based approaches, does not consider coarse
colour distribution and has a lower false positive rate than Gaussian modeling methods. It is also
independent of colour distribution shape and does not require any exhaustive prior training. Details
of this method are explained in Chapter 4.

2.8 Histogram-Based Similarity Measures
The degree of similarity between two images is usually measured by the distance between their
contents. To find the highest similarity match, colour histograms of the model and candidate images
are compared instead of the statistical comparison of actual images. The reason is that statistical
measures including the mean square error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) techniques do
not always correspond to the human perception of similar objects [73]. Various similarity measures
have previously been proposed in the literature. In this section the specifications of the existing
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methods are briefly explained.

2.8.1 Similarity Measures
Histogram-based similarity measures include histogram intersection, Manhattan, Euclidian and
quadratic distances, center moment method, x2 statistical distance measure and Bhattacharyya distance measure [74]. Histogram intersection distance for two images I and I' is defined as:
//[!](/)

//[!'](/)

-)
d(H[l],H[l']) = YJmin(\
*Z£ H[!]{[)'ZEJH[!']([)'
/=0

(2.21)

where L is the total number of bins. Two images are considered similar if the result of the intersection is close to 1, and considerably different if it is close to 0. City-block or Manhattan, Euclidian
and quadratic distances are respectively defined as:
L-l

d(H [I], H [I']) = £ \H [I] (/) - H [I'] (/)|

(2.22)

/=o
L-\

d(H[I],H[V])
and

L

J](H[i](i)-H[r](i))2

A

(2.23)

1=0

L

d(H [I], H [I']) = YJ YJ aim (H [I] ( / ) " H I1'](/)) (ff [I] ( w ) " H P'l (w))

(2-24>

7=0 m=0

In the center moment method, the first three rank moments of an image histogram are as follows
[74]:
L-\

£//[!](/)

Mi

1=0
L-\

M2 =
Mi

=

A 7 2(#[I](/)-M,)

3

2

jY^Hmw-Mtf
Z

(2.25)

;=o

and the distance value between two images is:
d(H [I] ,H [!']) =

A

^ ( M , [I] - M, [I']) 2

(2.26)

1=0
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The^ 2 statistical distance measure is also denned as
[]
i—k
i=0

m(l.\
m(l)

where
mW =

«^TO

L_x

/ = 0j

(228)

The Bhattacharyya coefficient also considers discrete densities such as two colour histograms
H [I] and H [I'], and is described as
L-\

p{HW\,H[V\)^YjiH^^

^ ' M

(229>

i=0

The larger the p is, the more similar the distributions are For two identical histograms p = 1 is
obtained, indicating a perfect match The distance between two distributions is measured using
d{H[I],H[I'])

= ^\-p{H[\\,H{\'\)

(2 30)

which is called the Bhattacharyya distance
Based on the evaluation results of Bao and Guo [74], from the average retrieval efficiency, x1
statistical distance measure gives the best result and center moment and histogram intersection show
the poorest performance The Bhattacharyya and the center moment measure distances show efficient results using cumulative histograms The above equations, however, provide inaccurate, poor
or incorrect results when colour levels shift as a result of brightness changes, especially when the
variation is drastic due to a significant change in the colour vectors Several approaches are therefore proposed in an effort to overcome the challenge of colour sensitivity to illumination variations
like colour constancy techniques
2.8.2

Colour Constancy

Colour constancy refers to the ability to identify a surface as having the same colour under considerably different viewing conditions Although human beings have such ability, the underlying
mechanism is still unclear To estimate the llluminant, colour constancy methods transform image
features or colour vectors so that true surface reflectance properties of the image are obtained A
number of approaches have been proposed to estimate the image llluminant including Gray World
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[75], retinex [76], gamut mapping [77], Bayesian colour constancy [76], and neural network-based
algorithms [78] All these algonthms are based on the assumptions of the existence of camera
characteristics, the llluminant properties, or the distribution of the colour values These algonthms
show poor results when no prior information about the acquisition conditions is available, and their
assumptions about the camera and illumination are restnctive [79, 59]

2.8.3

Colour Adaption

Instead of emphasizing the recovery of the spectral properties of light sources and surfaces that combine to produce the reflected lights, the goal of adaptation is to transform the previously developed
colour model into the new environment Some adaptive methods have previously been proposed in
an effort to achieve efficient object detection under varied illumination conditions
Sonano et al [23] use the information of the range of the skin colour under the normalized
colour coordinates (NCC) as a cntenon for selecting training pixels while updating the skin model
by adaptive histogram backprojection In NCC space, the range of skin colours under light sources
of varying correlated colour temperature follows the curvature of a Planckian locus, also called skin
locus after Stoning et al [80] Skin locus is camera specific though, suitable for a dedicated camera
Online expectation maximization proposed in [14] is another adaptive approach In this work
blob features are modeled as a mixture of Gaussian distributions in the colour space and the parameters of the Gaussian mixture is learned by expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [81, 82]
In [83], a stochastic model is presented to charactenze skin-colour distributions of human faces
This model is adaptable to different skin colours and lighting conditions in real-time using a proposed Gaussian distribution adaptation method
In the dynamic histogram technique represented in [84], histograms for the skin and background
distnbutions of the first frame are learned off-line from a database A second order Markov model is
also used to predict evolution of the skin colour over time Histograms are then dynamically updated
based on feedback from the current segmentation and based on predictions of the Markov model
The learning stage uses an EM process over the first few frames in the video sequence At each
frame, the estimation step is histogram based segmentation and the maximization step is histogram
adaptation
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The adaptive object tracker proposed in [13] also uses an adaptive approach where the histogram
employed for modeling the object is adapted based on the confidence measure of the estimated space
in the previous frame. In other words, the colour information is updated at each frame only if the
estimation confidence is high.
These methods adapt to the changing colour while considering a large variety of similar colours,
and can fail to track a specific object/person especially when other objects/people with similar skin
and hair colour are in the vicinity. They also adapt themselves to the shifted colour after the object
location is estimated, however there is still a need for a more accurate object localization technique
in the presence of drastic or gradual illumination change to increase the estimation confidence, before adaption to colour changes. To increase the estimation confidence, a stable likelihood function
to the brightness variations is proposed that increases the estimation confidence before it is adapted
to current feature changes at each new frame.

2.8.4

Colour Ranks

Illuminant and device invariant colour approach was first proposed in [77] and later improved in
[85, 86, 79]. Finlayson et al. claimed that if the rank ordering of sensor responses are preserved
across a change in imaging conditions, then a histogram equalization of each channel of a colour
image makes the image invariant to these conditions. Illuminant and device invariant methods
include colour rank and spatial colour rank approaches.
In the colour rank method instead of comparing colours, the colour orderings of the object pixels
are being compared. For a colour frame or image I, three separated colour component matrices
I* —

{IR>IG.IB}

are considered, where each pixel p is described with one colour component level

c*(p). colour ranks are computed similar to the normalized cumulative colour histograms and the
colour rank measure of the pixel p for image I, is expressed as:

" [ i m = ^ m k'R-G-B

(2 3l)

-

where L is the number of levels used to quantize the colour components (L is generally set to 256),
and Hk [I] (/) is the histogram count of pixels in the image I that contain the R,G or B level of /.
Finlayson et al. [77] showed, that in two images of the same object, rank measures are equal-
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an interpretation based on the fact that the colour of a pixel ck(p)\ in the second image I2 can be
deducted from the colour of its corresponding pixel in the first image Ij by a nonlinear monotonic
increasing function. Therefore, while the colour of an object can vary over time due to illumination
changes, the visual angle and the camera parameters, the colour orderings of the object's pixels are
highly preserved. In fact, if the colour level of a pixel p\ is higher than another pixel pi, for the
model object in an image I, the same fact is true for their corresponding pixels pl and p2 in the
image I2 of the same object under different illumination. So if,
c V ) i > ck(p)2

(2.32)

then
f(ck(ph)>f(ck(p)2)

(2.33)

and therefore,
ck(p)\ > ck(p)'2

(2.34)

where, / is a monotonic increasing function that relates colour levels of two corresponding pixels
c*G?i) and <^{p\)' This implies that rank measures are preserved for an object even when brightness
changes drastically. Later, Muselet et al. [85] proved that the rank measures of two corresponding
pixels in two different images are not, in fact, equal

only closest among all other rank measures.

Even if the same image is captured under the same illumination, there will be small shifts in rank
measures resulting from either the variable response of the CCD sensors or due to noise,
ck(p)\=f{ck(px))+P(p\)

(2.35)

where, p(p\) is the modification. Knowing that the rank measures of two corresponding pixels in
two different images of a same object are closest among all other rank measures, a drastic change
in illumination will cause a shift in colour levels of an object and considering colour rank measures
from the lowest level to the highest, the orderings remain mostly invariant. Therefore, in tracking
scenarios, even after the physical and geometrical transformation or translation or rotation of the
object in two successive frames, the rank measures of the target object remain the most similar
when compared to the other part of the image. Figure 2.3 illustrates rank measures of a random
image before and after colour values are shifted because of a random illumination change.
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Figure 2.3: colour ranks after and before colour values are shifted
2.8.5

Spatial Colour Ranks

Spatial rank information of a scene including its foreground and background considers both the
colours of the pixels and the spatial interactions between them in an image. In a colour image
I, x(p) -

[X(PR),

x(po),

X(PB)]

represents the vector of acquired data from the CCD camera for

a colour image I. Similar to colour ranks in a colour image I, three separated colour component
matrices I* = {IR, IG, IB} are considered, where each pixel P is described with one colour component
level c(pic). Then Co[I*]-the co-occurrence matrix [85] that characterizes the local spatial interaction
between pixel levels within each colour component of matrix I^-is defined. Co[Ik(u, v)] indicates

Table 2.1: colour levels of image I«
1

1 5

1

2

4

5

5

1
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Table 2 2 Co-occurrence matrix Co[I«]
u/v

1

2

4

5

1

6

4

2

4

2

4

1 0

3

4

2

1 0

2

5

4

3

2

2

Table 2 3 Spatial ranks of the levels within the red colour component image 1^ of table 2 2
L

1

2

4

5

SRz.[I/f]

6/40

14/40

20/40

40/40

the number of times in image I a pixel p'-whose level c(pk) is equal to v, is located in the 8neighborhood of a pixel P whose level c{pk) is equal to u The total number of co-occurrences
normalizes this number so that the matrix does not depend on the number of pixels that represent the
object The relationships between levels of neighbonng pixels within the three colour component
images are represented by the three matrices

CO[IR], CO[IQ]

and Co[Ig]

The spatial rank SRz,[I*] of the level L within the colour component image I/, is defined as the
sum of the cells of the co-occurrence matrix Co[I^] that represent the spatial interactions between
pixels characterized by levels ranging from 0 to i
i

i

SR, [/*] = 2 J Z J

C

°[W"> V ^ k = R,G,B

(2 36)

«=0 v=0

and J € 1,2,

,L The spatial rank increases with respect to i and ranges from 0 to 1, since the

matrices Co[I^] are normalized by the total number of co-occurrences and L is the total number of
RGB levels in the image-usually 256 Tables 2 2 and 2 3 show the co-occurrence and spatial rank
matrices of the red colour component of an image instance represented in table 2 1 Same procedure
should be repeated for blue and green colour component matrices of the image
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2.9

Summary

This chapter reviewed previous works related to the bottom-up process in head/face tracking. Related works include face localization techniques using different image features such as motion cues,
edge, texture and colour information. Colour is selected as the first choice for face tracking. Color
spaces utilized in face localization are introduced. Various existing skin colour modeling methods
and the advantages and disadvantages of each, are listed. Finally, different approaches addressing
the challenge of changes in color values of images due to illumination variations, are explained.
These approached include colour constancy, color adaption and color rank methods.
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Chapter 3
Top-down Approaches

In a top-down object tracking process, object association from one frame to the next is performed
by generating an object hypothesis and then evaluating the likelihood of a set of given hypotheses
for each frame based on the most recent observation or measurement Template matching, mean
shift, and filtering approaches are examples of a top-down process

3.1

Template Matching

Template matching is the most common approach in the top-down category

namely, a forced

method of searching the image for parts that match a template image defined in the previous frame
using a similarity measure This method is normally implemented by firstly creating a subimage
(the template) and then moving the center of this subimage over each pixel in the candidate image
to find the best possible match with the highest similarity score Birchfield et al [19] proposed a
head tracking system using template matching, but the most significant limitation of the template
matching approach is its high computational cost

3.2

Mean Shift

Unlike template matching that performs brute force searches for locating the object, mean shift and
CAMSHIFT (Continually Adaptive mean Shift) are hill-climbing (gradient ascent) algorithms In
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the mean shift algorithm [10] a robust non-parametric method for climbing density gradients is introduced to find the peak of probability distributions. In the current frame, the weighted histogram
inside fixed-shape variable-size windows are computed to iteratively search for a region with the
maximum appearance similarity measure to a reference colour histogram. Histogram similarity is
defined in terms of the Bhattacharya coefficient. At each iteration, the mean-shift vector is computed such that the histogram similarity is increased. This process is repeated until convergence is
achieved, which usually takes five to six iterations.
This approach is computationally effective, but object trackers based on mean-shift require upon
initialization that a portion of the object be inside the circular region whose location is defined by
the previous object's position, otherwise this deterministic search is susceptible to converge to a
local maximum when parts of the background nearby exhibit similar colours in a cluttered scene or
when the tracked object is completely occluded for a few seconds. Also if no scaling is employed
or the maximum scale change is too small, the mean shift tracker can lose the object [13, 4].

3.3 Bayesian Estimation and Filtering
Among various existing stochastic estimators, Bayesian filtering has attracted much attention in
recent years due to its ability to predict and estimate object's future pose in the next frame using
current, available data. Let Xo-, and y 0 , represent the state trajectory and the observation history of
a system from time 0 to time t. Bayesian Filtering is the process of estimating a system's current
state, based on its past state and current observations- p(x,|x,_i,y 0( )

For different applications,

state x, and observation y, can represent different entities. In visual tracking, for example, x, can
be the position and size of a human face and y, can be the colour and/or intensity of the pixels.
Generally, all nonlinear stochastic systems can be defined by a stochastic discrete-time state space
transition (dynamic) equation:
x, =/(x,_i,w,_i)

(3.1)

and, the stochastic observation (measurement) process can be expressed by the equation:
y, =h{x,,\,)

(3.2)
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At time f, x, is the system state vector (usually hidden or not observable), w, is the dynamic or
process noise vector, y, is the observation vector and v, is the observation noise vector. The deterministic functions f and h link the prior state to the current state, and the current state to the
observation vector, respectively. If a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the system state, and
process and observation noises and f and h are linear functions, then the optimal estimation of
the system's future state can be obtained by employing the Kalman filter. While the Kalman filter
has been used extensively in the vision community for tracking, real-world environments seldom
satisfy the Kalman filter's requirements. For example, in human tracking, background clutter may
resemble the human face [18]. Bayesian filtering generally requires the integration over probability
density functions (pdf)-something that cannot be accomplished in closed form, thus, approximations is required. As a result, parametric and non-parametric approaches have been used to solve
the problems of nonlinearity and/or non-Gaussian realities, where parametric approaches are based
on the Kalman filter. Because the proposed tracker was first implemented with Kalman filter before
utilizing the particle filter, the Kalman filter is briefly explained here.

3.4 The Kalman Filter
The purpose of the Kalman filter is to produce optimal estimates of the state of a dynamic system,
on the basis of noisy measurements and an uncertain linear model of the system's dynamics. The
Kalman filter theory is based on two ingredients, the system model and the linear measurement
model.
A physical system is modeled by a state vector, x, often called simply the state, and a set of
equations, called the system model. The state is a time-dependent vector, x(t), the components of
which are system variables, in sufficient number to capture the dynamic properties of the system.
The system model is a vector equation describing the evolution of the state in time. The linear
system model is written in vector form as
x, = Ajt-iX*-! + w*-i

(3.3)

Where, w^_i is a random vector modeling additive system noise. The subscript k — 1 indicates that
the state transition matrix A^-i is a function of time.
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The second ingredient of estimation theory is the measurement model. It is assumed that, at any
time instant tk, a noisy measurement of the state vector is taken, and the following linear relation
holds between the measurements and the true system state:
z, = Ukxk + \k

(3.4)

In this equation, z,t is the vector of measurements taken at time tk, Hk the so-called measurement
matrix, and v^ a random vector modeling additive noise, which accounts for uncertainty associated
with the measurements.
The Kalman algorithm consists of four recursive equations that return the best estimate of the
system state and its covariance at time tk. The equations integrate the measurements taken at time
tk with the prediction of the state formulated at tk-\- The Kalman filter equations are characterized
by the state covariance matrices, Pk and Pk, and the gain matrix, K^. Pk is the covariance matrix
of the k-th state estimate, xk = Ak-i&k-i, predicted by the filter immediately before obtaining the
measurement z*. If O^ and Ryt be the covariance matrices of the noise processes w* and v*, the
Kalman filter equations [87] are defined by:

P;

= Ak-iPk-iA7^

+ Ok-i

Kk = P X ^ P X + R*)"1
x* =
Pk

A*_ix*_i+Kt(z*-HjtA*_iX;fc_i)

= (l-Kk)P'k(l-Kkf

+KkRkKTk

Afc_ix*_i is often called prediction and the term (Zk-HkA-k-A-i)

(3.5)

innovation. These four equations

assume known initial estimates of the state covariance matrix,Po . a n d of the state, \Q . The entries of
P 0 are usually set to high, arbitrary values. The value of Xo depends on the initial knowledge of the
state; if none is available, an arbitrary value is used. The uncertainty information allows the feature
detector to automatically select the image region to be searched to find the feature point in the next
frame. Figure 3.1 illustrates the Kalman filtering process and Figure 3.2, shows an implementation
of the Kalman filter. In Figure 3.2, the Kalman filter estimates the location of a point at each time
based on constant velocity model and measurements.
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Figure 3.1: The Kalman filter process
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) [88] is the standard technique applied to special cases in
which both the dynamic and observation models are non-linear, whereas the associated noise is
additive and Gaussian. Since EKF only uses the first order terms of the Taylor series expansion
of nonlinear functions, it often introduces large errors in the estimated statistics of the posterior
distributions of the states and can be very unstable when applied to severe nonlinearities. This is
especially evident when the models are highly nonlinear and the local linearity assumption breaks
down [73]. Moreover, EKF is unable to represent simultaneous alternative hypothesis. The GaussHermite quadrate [89], the unscented filter [90,91 ] and the Monte Carlo integration [89] are some of
the other parametric techniques that approximate integral expressions for the mean and covariance
matrices required by the Kalman filter. These three numerical integration techniques, when combined with the Kalman filter, produce three numerical, nonlinear filters: the Gauss-Hermite Kalman
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Figure 3.2: Estimation of the location by the Kalman filter
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Figure 3.3: Non-Gaussian probability density propagation
filter (GHKF), the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) and the Monte Carlo Kalman filter (MCKF)[89].
The UKF can provide a significant estimation of the density statistic, compared to the EKF [89].
However, it still assumes Gaussian distribution for the posterior and can not handle multimodal
distributions.

3.5 The Particle Filter
Figure 3.3 shows the probability density propagation when distribution is not Gaussian. To solve
nonlinear cases in which noise may be non-additive or non-Gaussian, non-parametric techniques
based on Monte Carlo simulations are being employed. Several researchers [13, 20, 26, 92, 93, 94]
have adopted the particle filter [3], as a recursive Bayesian filter based on sample sets, as one of the
most successful object tracking methods. The particle filter is able to represent simultaneous alter-
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Figure 3.4: Estimation of the posteriori distribution with particles
native hypothesis; real world experimental evidences such as [13, 95, 96] represent the superiority
of the particle filter based methods over other techniques such as mean shift, Kalman filter and EKF.
In the sequential importance sampling (SIS) particle filtering algorithm, a set of random samples
(also called particles) is used to estimate the posteriors rather than assuming a functional form like
Gaussian (Figure 3.4). When the particles are properly placed, weighted and propagated, the posterior can be estimated sequentially over time. The following equation approximates the posterior
distribution:
N

p(x,\yit)^YjW,t6(x,-x'!)

(3.6)

i=i

where, 6 is the Dirac delta function. Particles are drawn from p(x, \y\,) and the approximation
approaches the true posterior, when N is sufficiently large. Since the posterior distribution is not
known to be sampled from, an unknown distribution /?(•) is approximated in particle filtering by a
set of properly weighted particles drawn from a known proposal distribution q(xo, \y\,). In equation
3.6, weights are defined as,
(3.7)
<7(*TJ ,\y\ t)

and the normalized importance weights can be expressed as:
(3.8)
To obtain an iterative equation [95] from 3.7, p and q are substituted by
q(xQ,\y\,) = q(x,\x0,-i,yi ,)q(x0,-\\yi ,_i)

(3.9)
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and,
P(x0l\yi i) °c /Kttl*/)p(*/l*/-i)/>(*o»-ityi ,-i)

(3.10)

into equation 3.7
,

Piyi\x,l)p(x',\x'li)p(x,0 t_}\y\ ,_i)

rvj ^- yyt_\

(3.11)

(3.12)

q(xl,\xQ,-vy\i)

Considering the fact that the system is a first order Markov process and observations are conditionally independent given the states, particle weights can be computed from the following iterative
equation:

where, p(y, |xj) is the sensor's likelihood function, p(x', |xj_1) is the transition probability, and
^(JCJ |JCJ_1,3'/)

is the proposal distribution. Figure 3.5 visualizes the CONDENSATION algorithm.

In the conventional particle filtering like CONDENSATION [3], transition probability is adopted
as the proposal distribution [18] and particles drawn from the transition probability do not consider
the most recent observations, making their contributions to the posterior estimation negligible, as a
result. Therefore, the conventional particle filter can be distracted by the background clutter.
To avoid distraction or divergence, two categories of particle filters are being used: those that
re-use particles and require resampling to prevent divergence, and those that do not re-use particles
and require no resampling. The first category includes sequential importance sampling particle filter
(SIS PF) [97] and its special case, the bootstrap particle filter (BPF) [97]. These techniques re-use
the combination of particles with importance sampling or proposal distribution at each iteration.
The second group includes the Gaussian particle filter and its combination with Gauss-Hermite,
unscented, or Monte Carlo Kalman filter [89]. Gauss-Hermite, unscented, or Monte Carlo Kalman
filter specify a Gaussian importance density from which samples are drown.
The proposed work takes into account the latest measurements using an auxiliary sensor while
assessing importance sampling. Some of the existing works proposing different PF versions for
object tracking are briefly explained here.
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Figure 3.5: Visualization of the CONDENSATION algorithm
3.5.1

The CONDENSATION Algorithm

The CONDENSATION algorithm is the traditional particle filter based on the factored sampling. In
factored sampling a set of points are sampled randomly from the prior density. A weight is assigned
to each sample depend on the observation density. Weighted samples represent the posterior density
and can be resampled. The complete algorithm is explained bellow.
From the previous sample set {xj_,, w'tl, cj_,},/ = 1,..., N at time step t - 1, construct a new
sample set {x'r w\, c\}, i = \,...,N

for time t. Construct the n'h of N new samples as follows:

1. Select a sample x) as follows:
(a) generate a random number r € [0,1], uniformly distributed.
(b) find, by binary subdivision, the smallest / for which c1t_{ >r
_ VJ
(c) set xji =
x^

2. Predict by sampling from
p(S,\S,-i = xj)

(3.14)

to choose each xj.
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3. Measure and weight the new position in terms of the measured features zr:
w- = p(z,\s, = xj)

(3.15)

then normilise so that £„ w) = 1 and store together with cumulative probability as (x[, w't, c't) where

c? = 0,
c\ = c'-l+w?

(n=l,...,N)

(3.16)

Once the N samples have been constructed: estimate, if desired, moments of the tracked position at
time step t as
n=\

£[/(s,)] = £ < f ( x ; )

(3.17)

N

obtaining, a mean position.
3.5.2

The Kalman Particle Filter

In this approach [98], the Kalman filter has been integrated into the particle filter, producing the
Kalman particle filter. The Kalman filter generates Gaussian distributions for samples or particles.
Better results are obtained compared to the conventional particle filter at the expense of adding extra
computations. In the Kalman particle filter, one Kalman filter is used for each particle at each frame
and all the filters work in parallel.
3.5.3

The Auxiliary Particle Filter

The auxiliary particle filter (APF) was proposed by Pitt and Shephard [99] for filtering with an
importance density that depends on both the past state and the most recent observation. Auxiliary
particle filtering is an extension of the sampling importance resampling (SIR) algorithm [97] with a
new approximation for the posterior density.
3.5.4

The Unscented Particle Filter

The unscented particle filter (UPF) was first proposed by Merwe et al. [100] in filtering theory. Rui
et al. [18] later combined the particle filter and the unscented approach employed in UKF [90, 91]
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to generate a more sophisticated proposal distribution for object tracking using the particle filter
Although better performance is obtained compared to the UKF and the PF approaches, this method
is computationally inefficient [25,93] Also, while UPF overcomes the nonlineanty up to the second
order, it limits the importance function to be Gaussian Therefore, the performance results can be
inefficient in the presence of background clutter or multi-modal posterior distributions [25]

3.5.5 The Gaussian Particle Filter
The Gaussian particle filter (GPF) [101] approximates the posterior by a single Gaussian distribution The GPF is shown to perform better than conventional Gaussian filters such as KF and EKF,
but because GPF constraints the importance function to be Gaussian, its performance is not better
than the particle filter The lower complexity of the Gaussian particle filter compared to the tra
ditional particle filter though, makes this approach attractive to the applications that require faster
process
3.5.6

The MSEPF Algorithm

The MSEPF algorithm [11] is the combination of the mean shift and the particle filter This version
of the particle filter is used for the application of hand tracking in [11] Colour and motion information are combined as image features and a second order process is used to specify the dynamic
equation The subtraction between two consecutive frames used for the motion analysis computes
the absolute value of the differences in the neighborhood surrounding each pixel When the accu
mulated difference is above a predetermined threshold, the pixel is assigned to the moving region
This method outperforms the mean shift and the particle filter based rackers while adding more
computational complexity to the system

3.5.7

The Augmented Particle Filter

The augmented particle filter [102], performs as an iterative version of the conventional particle
filter In this method, the particle or Kalman filtering is executed at the first iteration The posterior
distribution will then act as the prior distribution for another particle filter in the second iteration to
sample from Better performance results are obtained compared to the conventional PF algorithm at
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the expense of more computational complexity. Furthermore, in case of a poor dynamic equation,
the tracker can still fail if it samples a low likelihood region in the first iteration.

3.6

Summary

This chapter reviewed previous works related to the top-down process in head/face tracking. Related
works include template matching, mean shift and bayesian estimation approaches such as Kalman
and particle filters. Details of the CONDENSATION algorithm, the traditional form of the particle
filter, in addition to different versions of the particle filter utilized for visual tracking were introduced
and their advantages and drawbacks were explained.
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Chapter 4
Head Tracking

Existing head trackers use either bottom-up, top-down, or a combination of these approaches to
localize and track faces or heads Some of these approaches are briefly explained here

4.1 Background on Face/Head Tracking
Research in the area of object tracking, or specifically face/head tracking, has been extensively reported, such as the real time human detection and tracking system proposed in [103] In this system,
the human body is detected and tracked as one system, which makes this approach suitable for systems such as video surveillance The background subtraction technique is performed for foreground
segmentation in human body detection part A codebook is used to recognize and classify human
from other objects For tracking individual people, colour histograms are employed to represent the
appearance model A similar work is presented in [23] that uses motion cues and colour histogram
backprojection for tracking people
The active face tracker introduced in [104] is able to detect and track the face, eyes and mouth of
a moving person in images taken from a moving camera Background compensation is performed
first to compensate for the camera motion Then using motion energy tracking method, the face
silhouette is detected from sequence of frames Noise is then reduced with morphological filters
and finally eyes and mouth are detected using deformable template methodology The Hough trans-
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formation is used to locate ins This work can efficiently detect face and facial features, however it
can not properly detect the face silhouette when there are other moving objects in the vicinity of the
person being tracked The ability of this system m cases where face is occluded or multiple people
are moving in the scene and/or crossing each other is not mentioned
LAFTER [14] is a real-time system for tracking the face, mouth and eyes This system uses
coarse colour and size/shape information to detect face An adaptive algonthm is used for learning
of the background and foreground data This adaptive algonthm makes the tracking method less
sensitive to illumination changes The Kalman filter is employed for face tracking To eliminate
the false detection of other objects with similar skin colour, only skin blobs whose size and shape
(aspect ratio of the bounding box) are closest to the canonical face's size and shape is considered,
however, it can decrease the efficiency of the face detection when face is partially occluded There
is no report in the paper that shows the performance of the face tracking scheme when the face is
occluded Also, performance of the system in the presence of other people or background clutter is
not explained
The colour-based head tracker proposed in [105] is based on colour information only Five rectangular regions of normalized colour are considered in the face area, and tracking faces is performed
by tracking these five rectangular regions A technique is proposed in this paper for modeling occlusion of the face in video frames This work has low timing complexity as it uses only colour
information, however there is a possibility of falsely detection and tracking of other objects in the
background with similar colour to skin tone
An onginal face detection and tracking approach using an active camera is explained in [15]
The face tracker uses colour information for detection and tracking faces and gradient information
only for scale control, because as authors state, gradient information carnes less information The
Bhattacharyya coefficient is employed to estimate the similarity between colour distributions of the
face model and face candidates The location of the target in the next frame is predicted based on
the past route, and a search is performed in its neighborhood for image regions that are most similar
to the colour distnbution of the model frame Thus, given the face model, the new location of the
face in the current frame maximizes the value of Bhattacharyya coefficient in the neighborhood
of the previous estimated location Optimization is based on mean shift method for inter frame
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search of an identical face. This work supports partial occlusion however there is no control over
background objects with similar skin colours. Also, face detection fails when the person turns
his face completely from the camera. Modeling the head as a bimodal colour blob, will solve the
problem.
The head tracker proposed in [19, 106] uses colour and intensity gradient to localize and track
faces. The head is modeled by an ellipse. Since every closed set in the plane can be decomposed into
the boundary and interior and these two sets are complementary, the combination of two methods
have been used for object tracking: one that matches the intensity gradients along the object's
boundary and the one that matches the colour histogram of the object's interior. These modules
are orthogonal to each other, because as it is stated in [19], when one module fails the other one
can come to its aid. This work tolerates of the out-of-plane rotation, occlusion, arbitrary camera
motion, textured foreground and background, zooming, and multiple moving people in background.
However, it has some limitations such as not being adaptive to lighting conditions. The sum of the
intensity gradient magnitudes around the face is suitable to find the contour of head; however, the
highlights in the image background can deduce unreasonably large values of the local gradient that
can reduce the performance of the detection and tracking system. Also, the brutal search for the
largest sum of the gradient magnitude increases computational and timing complexity, which is not
proper for a real time process.
Jin et al. [107] proposed a new data fusion for head tracking in the application of video surveillance. Adaptive colour histogram and edge information are used as features, and detected head
shape cues are utilized to guide the samples of the particle filter using importance sampling particle filter. A second order dynamic equation is defined to represent the state transition and the
Bhattacharyya distance is adopted for the similarity measure.
A two dimensional Hidden Markov Model (HMM) combined with the Unscented Particle Filter
(UPF) for real time contour tracking is explained in [20]. Edge and colour information are employed
as features. The adaptive colour histogram is updated at each new frame based on the estimation
confidence of the previous frame. Langevin process is adopted for the dynamic equation of the filter.
Nummiaro et al. [13] introduced an adaptive particle filter for object tracking using colour
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information for the likelihood model. System^ adaptive colour histogram is updated only when
KE[S] > ™T

(4.1)

where ns[S] is the observation probability of the mean state E[s] and JIT is a threshold. This gradual
update makes the system adaptive to changes while eliminating it from adapting to false alarms.
The colour histogram of the model at each frame is compared with that of each candidate object
using the Bhattacharyya distance and a first order dynamic equation is employed due to the random
head motion. A similar tracker is also introduced in [71], using a different equation for the update
of colour information
i\" = arfg + (I - a.yi£

(4.2)

where a = 0.5 and •n" is the combination of weights from the gradient weight and the colour
histogram weight.
Another particle filter based head tracker is a system explained in [108] that utilizes a combination of the colour, depth, gradient and shape information to track multiple heads in frame sequences.
The adaptive colour histogram is updated at each new frame and the Bhattacharyya distance is used
to investigate the similarity. Although the system is computationally expensive due to the employment of various image features, this head tracker has been able to reach the real time performance.
The head tracker using the combination of the auxiliary particle filter and the proposed iterated
likelihood weighting filter (ILW) is utilized in [25] for monitoring elderly in their homes. To overcome the challenge of rapid or random head motion in case of sudden falls, particles are divided
into two subsets. The first subset samples the priori distribution similar to the the conventional
particle filter. The second subset in the other hand, samples from the regions of high likelihood by
going trough a further resampling iteration. This extra search for the regions of higher likelihood is
useful in the presence of the inefficient prior (dynamic model) in case of an unexpected and rapid
motion as dynamic models are not always reliable, colour and intensity gradient are used to create
the likelihood function. This approach is compared with the auxiliary particle filter (APF) and the
conventional particle filter and has shown better performance compared to the both techniques.
Bando et al. [12] also proposed a method for visual tracking using APF. In this scheme the
algorithm switches between the CONDENSATION and the auxiliary particle filter. This selection
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performs in an on-line fashion based on the confidence of the posterior estimation of the object's
state It is claimed that this switching approach outperforms visual tracking using the conventional
particle filter, APF and also UPF
The colour-based head tracker implemented in [4] is another example of a head tracker using
the particle filter Two colour histograms are used to model foreground and background This work
can track multiple heads simultaneously
The proposed face tracker introduced in this research, including the new skin colour modeling
method, the improved particle filter version with superior importance sampling, and the proposed
likelihood function using spatial colour rank information including an original similarity measure is
explained throughout the following sections

4.2 Implementation of the Proposed Face Tracker
An efficient colour-based, human face tracker is implemented in this work using a CCD colour
sensor The human head is approximated as an ellipse where {xfj,yct) are center coordinates and
lm and IM are the lengths of the minor and the major axes The state vector X is represented as
X - {x^y'jJmJM)

To estimate the head's state, particle's weights are measured first using the

equation (3 13) In the following sections, it is explained how these distributions are defined using
low-level and high-level image information for precise weight computations
4.2.1

The Importance Sampling Function

Because region-based models are highly prone to distraction by background clutter, it makes them
a poor choice for skin colour modeling Gaussian models also have the disadvantage of being slow
especially in the case of multiple or mixed Gaussians They are distribution shape dependent and
have a higher false positive rate than histogram based methods Nonparametnc or histogram-based
methods are fast, but they require excessive storage memory Because of the real-time nature of face
monitoring or face tracking, the histogram-based method is the most popular approach for colourbased tracking, but to make the 2D or 3D histogram modeling work faster, the colour distribution
should be modeled coarsely Normally histograms of 8 bins are employed to represent the colour
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distribution [26,13,4]- failing to take full advantage of sufficient colour information - and as a result
presenting poor results in many real-world situations, especially in cluttered scenes. To decrease the
effect of low weight samples with negligible contributions to the estimating posterior, samples are
propagate in the areas containing the most possible information about the posterior. The importance
function obtains this extra information from a sensor that provides the latest measurements using
a new low-level, colour-based method that, unlike histogram-based approaches, does not consider
coarse colour distribution and has a lower false positive rate than Gaussian modeling methods. It
is also independent of colour distribution shape and does not require any exhaustive prior training.
This method takes a skin patch from the target person to obtain the face's maximum appearing
colour as the reference colour, so that pixels similar in colour to the reference colour are selected
as candidates. This task can either be done manually by placing the ROI (region of interest) around
the model face in the first frame or automatically by using face detection techniques. The ground
truth is obtained manually in this work for the sake of simplicity. After the sample is taken, matrix
S is defined as the colour-level matrix for the skin patch from the target person s face, expressed as:

Sc =

Cn

C12

...

C]j

C2\

C22

•••

C2}

(4.3)
C,i

Cl2

...

C,j

where, cu e i ^ g , ; , ^ J is the colour of each pixel in the skin patch. Ic expressed by the equation:

Ic =

C\\

C\2

...

C\„

C21

C22

•••

C2n

Cm\

Cm2

•••

(4.4)

Cmr

is the colour level matrix for the whole image where m > i and n > j . Now if r0, go and b0 are red,
blue and green values of the most repeated colour in the skin patch, then subtracting ro,go and bo
from all RGB values of the image will provide,

Sr„

r,j - no]

(4.5)
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8gu = \g,j-go]

(4.6)

Sbu = \b„ - bo]

(4.7)

and

fori e {1,2, ...,m} and / € {1,2,...,«}. Now 6U is defined as:
6,j = max (6r,j, 6gt], 6b,^

(4.8)

and

T}ij=max(rlj,glj,blJ)

Vi e {l,2,...,m}

y e {1,2,..., n}

(4.9)

where TJ,J is the maximum RGB value in the image. If all the colours are normalized with values
between 0 and 1, then T]U usually has a value of 1. Considering:

(4.10)

A,J = TI,J-S,J

where Au is a boundary value for each pixel, if A,; is greater than a specific threshold for a
pixel colour value, it implies, that the maximum difference has been in the range, and the colour
of the selected pixel belongs to the skin distribution. The threshold value is obtained from the
ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve (Figure 4.1 )-which is tested for various sets of images
including CVL face database with a set of 798 images containing 114 people. Example of images
of the CVL database is represented in figure 4.2.
The first central moment of the skin pixels located in the image gives the mean value of the
Gaussian distribution used as a part of the proposal distribution of the particle filter:

E[x]=

(4.11)

Z*5]yi(*.:y)
„r n
ZxI,yyKx,y)
E[y] =
and, the second central moment provides the covariance:

Cov(x, y)

G~xx

@~xy

O-xy

0"ij

(4.12)

(4.13)
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Figure 4.1: ROC curve of four sets of images for obtaining the best compromise threshold value
where,

(ra =

ZE ( j t " £ [ i l ) 2 l ( j t ' y )

^yy =
a =

x

y

x

E[y])2l{X y)
YjTj^~
'
y

*y Z Z(x ~ E[x]) <* ~ Ely]) 1(x>y)
-t

(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)

y

Particles are propagated trough the both distributions; the transition prior and the above Gaussian
distribution are obtained from the low-level image features. Therefore, the proposal distribution is
the combination of the two.
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Figure 4.2: Example of person images in the CVL database
4.2.2

The Likelihood Function

Since colour-based systems are sensitive to gradual or drastic illumination variations, in the highlevel process of this system an illumination invariant method is adopted to create a reliable likelihood function for the proposed tracker. The likelihood function can be obtained from both colour
ranks and spatial colour ranks explained in Chapter 2 of this thesis. In the colour rank approach,
instead of comparing colours, the colour orderings of the object's pixels are being compared. The
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reason is based on the fact that although the colour of an object can vary over time due to illumination changes, the visual angle and the camera parameters, the colour orderings of the object's
pixels are highly preserved. In fact, if the colour level of a pixel p\ is higher than another pixel P2,
for the model object in an image I, the same fact is true for their corresponding pixels p\ and p2
in the image I2 of the same object under different illumination. The spatial rank approach follows
the same rule, while considering both the colours of the object's pixels and the spatial interactions
between them as fully explained in chapter 2.
Therefore, the likelihood function of the proposed system, introducing in this thesis, is defined
as:
P(yiW) =\-d'(sT

[I*] - SM[Iff])

(4.17)

where d' is the distance measure between the colour ranks/spatial ranks information of the target
and object model for each particle.
To obtain the proposed similarity measure for comparing likelihood functions of the model and
samples of the new video frame, ranks are computed for each particle and compared to the object
model estimated in the previous frame. To compute the distance measure, rank values are first
quantized into N sections:
f = 0.i|,...,l

N<L

(4.18)

The total number of RGB levels in the image-usually 256, is denoted by L. Note that the rank
measure of a pixel p for colour k in image I has a value between 0 and 1:
rJc[I](p)e[0,l]

k = R,G,B

(4.19)

For each image, Ii and I2, where Ii is the model image and I2 is the candidate or sample image, the
rank measures closest to the quantized values are computed. So, for n € [0, N - 1],
l\ = arg

mm

[

||r* [Ii] (/) - ((n)||

(4.20)

9*[Ii](n) = r*[I,](/;)

(4.21)

4 = arg /=0mi v , H**[l2] (/)" * (n)H

( 4 - 22 )

and,
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<7*[l2](") = r*[I 2 ](/ 2 )

(4-23)

The summation of the rank measures at each segmented region is then obtained using the following
equations:

ak[h](n)=

YJ

^tli](/i)

(4-24)

^K'a)

(4.25)

j/,|r*[Ii](/1)eUi}

and

ak[l2](n)=

J]
{/2k*[l2]('2)£U2}

The summations of equations (4.24) and (4.25) are over all colour levels (/) that their colour rank
measures r* [I] (/) belong to Ui and U2 respectively. Ui and U2 include all the rank measures inside
the region n where, U, = [qk [Ii] (n), qk {\x]{n + 1)) and U2 = [qk [I2] (n), qk [I2] (n + 1)). Finally,
the distance measure is computed as:
N-\

d\a [Ii] - a [I2]) = YJ \ Tj{ak
k

fork = R,G,Band i =
4.2.3

[Il] (n)

" ak

[ l 2 j (w))2

(4 26

- >

\ n=0

1,2,...,N.

Measuring Particle Weights

Selecting the proper proposal distribution to propagate samples and using an illumination invariant
likelihood function, weights are computed using equation (3.13). To obtain the transition probability
a first order dynamic model with adaptive noise is employed:

x, = Ax,_i+K,_iN,_i

(4.27)

where A defines the deterministic component of the model and N,_i is a multivariate Gaussian
random variable. The constant velocity model with A=I is considered here for the nature of random
head motion. K is related to the head's velocity, in a sense that it increases when head is moving
with higher velocity which cause an increase in the variance of the process noise. Consequently,
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for faster head motions samples are propagated over a larger area in the state space to increase the
efficiency of head localization Samples' weights are then normalized such that
N

<=i

Finally, the head's location is estimated, by computing the expected value of the weights
Colour information is updated at each frame only if the estimation confidence is high This part
is similar to the approach explained in [13] and discussed in section 4 1

4.3 Other Applications
Before proposed components are mixed into a unique face tracker, different experiments were performed to test the components on a number of applications
At the beginning, a face tracker was implemented using the proposed skin colour classifier
which later was used as part of the importance sampling distribution of the particle filter explained
in section 4 2 1 In this system, the Kalman filter is employed instead of the particle filter as the
tracker's state estimator for the application of video conferencing, where a CCD colour camera
tracks a person's head and its movements and orientations automatically by its pan and tilt actions
The proposed similarity measure was tested on the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) application, and finally the specific particle filter approach was applied to a face tracker that employs a
time-of-flight range sensor The TOF sensor provides depth information in addition to the image
intensity as the input data A depth tracker is then compared to the proposed colour tracker in order to identify the advantages and drawbacks of utilizing output images from the colour camera as
opposed to output from the time of-flight range imaging sensor for the most efficient visual tracking
4.3.1

The Kalman Face Tracker

In the Kalman face tracker [109] after a face is detected using the proposed skin colour classifier,
its center position is determined by fitting an ellipse into skin-colour pixels located around the face
using least-square technique This information is used to obtain the observation or measurement
equation of the Kalman filter Least-square techniques minimize sum of squared algebraic distances
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from the pixels to the ellipse The ellipse fitting explained in [110] is adopted here as this method
unlike iterative approaches, is direct and specific to ellipses This technique, under the normalization
Aac - b2 = 1, minimize the sum of squared distances from the pixels to the ellipse General conic is
represented by an implicit second order polynomial
F(a, x) = a x = ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f - 0

(4 29)

where a = [a b c d e f] and x = [x2 xyy2 x y]T F(a, x,) is called the algebraic distance of a point
(JC, y) to the conic F(a, x) = 0 The fitting of a general conic may be approached by minimizing the
sum of squared algebraic distances

DA(a) = ^=,F{Xlf

(4 30)

To constrain the parameter vector, a, so that the conic is forced to be an ellipse the b2 - Aac is
required to be negative However, this constrained problem is difficult to solve in general, therefore
the equality constraint Aac - b2 = 1 is imposed as stated in [110] Solution results show that there
is exactly one elliptical solution to this problem
To apply the Kalman filter, dynamic and measurement equations are required Constant velocity
model is considered for the movement of head To define the dynamic model consider a feature
point pk - [x/t.Vjt]7, in the frame acquired at instant tk, is moving with velocity v^ =
Describing the motion on the image plane with the state vector x - [xk,yk,vxk,

[vxk,vyk]T

vyk]T, the system

model of the Kalman filter will be defined as

where t,k-i

an

d ^-1

are zero

Pi = Pk-i + v*-i + tk-i

(4 31)

v* = vt_i + \]k i

(4 32)

mean white Gaussian random processes modeling the system noise

In terms of the state vector
x* = <$>k-i*k-i + Wk-i

(4 33)

with the state transition matrix
10
0

1 0
10

1

<t>*-i

0 0

10

(4 34)

0 0 0 1
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and
(4.35)

Wfc-l

For the measurement model, it is assumed that a fast feature extractor estimates zk, the position of
the feature point p^ at every frame of a sequence. Therefore, the measurement model of the Kalman
filter becomes
1 0

0

0

10

0

z* = Ht-iXi-i + m ==

0

p*

+ [i*

(4.36)

with H^_i measurement matrix and u* a zero mean, white, Gaussian random processes modeling
the measurement noise. In the implemented Kalman face tracker, the system model for the position
and translation velocity of the ellipse's center are being defined by the following equations. Only x
coordinates is illustrated for the simplicity.
Xk = xk-X +dt.vk-X

+£*-i

vx,k - Vjcjt-i

(4.37)

+r\k-i

therefore,
Xk

1

dt

Xk-\

vx,k

0

1

Vx,k-\

+

Kk-X

(4.38)

r\k-\

where xk-\ is the center of the ellipse, vx<k-\ is its velocity and t,k-i and n^_i are zero mean white
Gaussian random processes modeling the system noise. As equation 4.38 shows, constant velocity
model is considered for the feature motion and acceleration is approximated as white Gaussian
noise. The measurement model is also formed as
Xk

+ U

Zk = U 1]

(4.39)

vx,k

where u* is the measurement noise. Other Kalman filters are implemented addressing scale changes
and rotation in a similar manner using constant velocity model.
For active vision tracking, the head is generally kept within a central area (fovea) of images so
that accurate and robust observations can be obtained in terms of the measurements of the varying
shape and orientation of the target [111]. Functionally, the head-tracking process consists of two
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visual modules: precaution and foveation. The precaution module obtains head motion clues in the
periphery and directs the attention of the system to the new event by saccade control. The saccade
process allows the moving head to be recaptured by the fovea of the active camera if the head moves
out of the foveal area. When the target remains in the foveal area, the foveation module takes control
so that refined measurement of the dimension, position, and orientation of the head is performed.
When the head leaves the foveal area, the foveation module returns control to the precaution module.
In the other words, the system performs continuous tracking of a moving head. Smoother tracking of
moving targets can be achieved by means of smooth and slow camera movement following the target
moving within the foveal area. By nature, smooth pursuit requires a short time delay, implying that
high-speed communication links between the controller and activators and fast system computation
speed are necessary. The saccade approach, on the other hand, performs rapid camera rotations.
Since more sophisticated high-level reasoning together with lower-level image processing may be
involved, a saccade process takes longer time to operate. For images with moderate resolution,
e.g., 320 x 240 pixels per frame, motion information can reliably be detected in real-time using
an inexpensive PC. The head tracker works in an active tracking framework with a sensing scheme
involving foveation and peripheral vision mechanisms. The two vision functions work cooperatively
depending on the location of the target. The foveation function is active when the target lies in the
foveal area predefined in images, whereas the peripheral vision function takes over the control of the
system only when the target moves out of the foveal area. The active head tracker is implemented
as a visual fixation process that localizes the target in an image, and maintains and tracks the target
within the fovea. The visual fixation process is supported by saccade and pursuit processes that
switch between foveation and peripheral vision states. Four states for the visual fixation process are:
Rest, Peripheral Vision, Foveation, and Pursuit Stabilization. The fixation process can be described
graphically by the state transition diagram illustrated in Figure 4.3. The head tracking process starts
from the Rest state. A head template is selected in the Initialization stage. The initialization of the
Kalman filters is also performed in this step. A search for the target head blob is performed in the
Foveation state. When the target is localized, the system is switched to the Pursuit Stabilization
state by starting a smooth pursuit process that is maintained by continuous Kalman filtering of the
target E and by tracking the target based on the estimates of E.
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When the target is detected beyond the fovea, the system enters into the Peripheral Vision state
where the Kalman filters need to be reset and re-initialized because the large camera movements
resulted by the saccade process will invalidate the Kalman filter prediction. In the case of the
target being localized in the image, a saccade process is activated that transfers the system from the
Peripheral Vision state to the Foveation state. This will repeat the tracking process as in the previous
cycle. If no candidates can be determined as the target, the system will stay in the state for a period
of time Tp to keep searching for the target. When Tp ends, the system enters the Rest state which
stops the tracking process. Then, a new tracking process must be started.

4.3.2

Content-Based Image Retrieval

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), also known as Query By Image Content (QBIC) is the process of searching and retrieving desired images from large collections or databases like photographs
and multimedia archives, retail catalogs, art collections, medical records, etc. Similarity measure is
used to study the similarity between patterns and forms the basis of content-based image retrieval
systems. In order to study the similarity measures during image retrieval, image features or actual
contents of images such as colour, texture or shape, are analyzed. Colour is the most popular feature
as it can be processed quickly and efficiently, and is stable with respect to geometric variations of

'} Taj get seal ch

filtering

Figure 4.3: State transitions in the visual fixation process
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the object pattern. The degree of similarity between two images is usually measured by the distance
between their contents. To find the highest similarity match, colour histograms of the query and
target images are compared instead of the statistical comparison of actual image including the mean
square error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) techniques, because these measures do not
always correspond to the human perception of similar objects [73].
Histogram-based similarity measures include histogram intersection, Manhattan, Euclidian and
quadratic distances, center moment method, x2 statistical distance measure and Bhattacharyya distance measure as explained in section 2.8.1. All these methods try to improve the CBIR's efficiency
by selecting the best match; however, there are only a few that consider the challenge of object
recognition under gradual or severe illumination variations.
After existing similarity measures were investigated, the proposed similarity measure was tested
for the application of content-based image retrieval [112]. As explained in 4.2.2 this approach is
stable in case of drastic or gradual illumination changes. Another advantage of this approach is
that it does not require any knowledge about the camera or the illuminant. Normalized cumulative
colour histogram is also adopted here for image feature modeling, while the new similarity measure
compares the query and target images to search among large databases. Experimental results of this
work is provided in Chapter 5.
4.3.3

Tracking Using the TOF Range Imaging Camera

A depth-based face tracking algorithm using a TOF range sensor1 is also implemented to test the
filtering part of the face tracker on a system that provides three dimensional information of the
object's state compared to the system use of colour information [113]. The proposal distribution of
this work combines high and low-level approaches, in the sense that particles are drawn from two
distributions: the transition prior distribution using the conventional particle filter and the Gaussian
distribution obtained from low-level image features. An efficient segmentation method introduced
in [114] was selected as the bottom-up process to detect objects of interest.
In this method, the depth density function of each frame is evaluated to determine the objects'
concentrations in the scene using an adaptive selection of range dividers based on the distribu1

http://www mesa-imaging ch/prodviews php
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tion. The corresponding depth distribution p(z) is estimated using a kernel applied to the depth
histogram. The local maxima and minima vectors of p(z), i.e., Lmax and Lm,n are determined from
equations (4.40) and (4.41), respectively. The i-th element of Lmax is expressed as:
Lmax(i) = arg max p(z)

(4.40)

LmmU) = arg min p(z),

(4.41)

Then,
Z€Rj

Rj = {LmaAj) < Z < Lmax(j + 1)}

(4.42)

where, ;' = 1,2,..., M - 1, and M is the total number of the local maxima.
The range dividers S (•) can be determined from
k= 1

^min

S(k) =

'minx** ~~ U

(4.43)

2<k<M
k = M+\

where, (Zmm, Zmax) is the dynamic range of the pixel values. These dividers are used to partition the
scene into different depth divisions D; to separate adjacent and overlapping objects, denoted by:

D,(x,y)=

f 1 S(/)<I(jc,;y)<S(/+l)
I 0

,

(4.44)

otherwise

where / = 1,2,..., Af, and I : 5i 2 —» (Zmm,Zmax) refers to the depth image. Each division holds
a number of objects that are detected using connected component analysis in that particular depth
domain. The object blobs resulting from this process are then used to extract the final depth pixel
values of each of the detected objects. These objects are further narrowed down to human candidates
based on their aspect ratios and relative sizes to depth means.
Next, each segmented object is characterized by its depth histogram as well as its horizontal and
vertical distributions — which are exclusive for every object in the scene and form unique signatures
for the purpose of tracking. The resulting tracked object can not only be located with respect to the
horizontal and vertical axes of the camera, but its distance from the imaging sensor is available at
all times, making it a 3-D tracking experience.
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Depth histogram is used to build the likelihood distribution of the particle filter in equation (3.13)
as
p(y,W) =\-d'(HT

[I] , HM[I])

(4.45)

d' is the distance measure between the depth histogram information of the target and the object
model for each particle i, and is determined as:
L-\

d'(H[h], H[I2]) = - J ] (tfPiM - #P2KO)2

(4-46)

} 1=0

where 1 = 1,2,..., N, L is the number of levels used to quantize the depth values generally set to
256, and H[l](l) is the histogram count of pixels in the image I that contain the depth level of /.
A first order dynamic model with adaptive noise is employed to obtain the transition density:
X, = A X M + K M N ( . ]

(4.47)

where, A represents the deterministic component of this model, and N(_i is a multivariate Gaussian
random variable.
Samples are taken from the proposal distribution containing the segmented object, as well as
from the predicted area defined by the transition density. The constant velocity model with A = I is
chosen for the nature of random human walking. K is related to the object's velocity in the sense that
it increases when the person is moving with higher velocity — causing an increase in the variance
of the process noise. Consequently, for faster human motions samples are propagated over a larger
area in the state space to increase the efficiency of object localization. Samples weights are then
normalized using equation (3.8).
In the proposed depth-based tracker, the person s location is estimated by computing the expected value of the weights while the histograms are also updated due to the occurrence of object
deformation during translation if estimation confidence is high, similar to the approach explained in
[13] and discussed at section 4.1
Based on the experiments that performed in this research, using either a colour camera or a TOF
range sensor has advantages and drawbacks. In situations where the lighting conditions are inadequate (including poor lighting and absence of light), depth information can be used to reliably detect
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the objects of interest Colour tracking methods fail to produce satisfactory results in the aforemen
tioned situations because they use passive sensors that are explicitly dependent on the availability
of environmental illumination In depth tracking algorithms, segmentation can be performed easily
using a depth classifier, which is more functional in cluttered scenes [6]
One of the most significant challenges in tracking scenarios is dealing with object occlusion
Depth information is not available from a single colour camera, so such information from range
sensors is very helpful in handling object ocplusions, as well as in applications such as pedestrian
detection for collision avoidance where information about the distance of the object - 1 e , pedestrian
- from the vehicle is required
Depth-based tracking is also useful because it is not sensitive to an object's out of plane rotation,
unlike colour-based tracking which requires multiple features such as intensity and colour information to handle this sensitivity In the case of severe background clutter, even the addition of edge
information is not sufficient
Drastic illumination variations can interfere with 2-D tracking by degrading the tracked object's
characteristics Depth sensors, however, are unaffected by changes in lighting conditions, which
leaves the chosen features intact to be efficiently used in tracking
Depth image however, on its own is only useful for object detection at the blob level because
object details or micro features cannot be determined based on range images alone (if not in close
proximity) In this case, skin colour information can be used for fast face segmentation using colour
images, followed by eye or mouth tracking in applications such as drowsy driver detection or face
recognition
TOF range sensors also tend to be more expensive than colour cameras, and the resolution of
the images provided by TOF sensors is often limited [6] In this regard, they might give inaccurate information about the object's distance — putting them at a disadvantage when an application
requires precise distance information, such as in the case of pedestrian detection
Another limitation of these sensors is their restricted non-ambiguity range

For a SR-3000

camera, for example, this range is limited to 7 5 m (at 20 MHz modulation) The final drawback of
TOF range-imaging sensors is that they are only designed for operation in indoor lighting conditions
In outdoor applications, the TOF range imager only operates in the brightest background lighting
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conditions

4.4

Summary

Existing head/face trackers using either bottom-up, top-down or a combination of both approaches
were introduced and explained in this chapter Implementation details of the proposed face tracker
was also provided m addition to the explanation of each proposed component These components
include the proposed importance sampling distribution and the likelihood function utilizing an
original similarity measure Different components of the proposed method were tested on a number
of applications, discussed at the end of this chapter

2
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results

This chapter provides the experimental results of the proposed components, applied to the illumination invariant content based image retrieval application as well as three different visual trackers; the
Kalman face tracker, the TOF object tracker and the colour face tracker, which is the concentration
of this work and consists of all the proposed components. Section 5.5 provides the experimental
results of the proposed techniques applied to colour-based face tracking under varying illumination.

5.1 Skin Colour Detector
Experimental results of the proposed skin colour detector are presented in this section as a separate
component. Experimentations were performed on a collected database as well as on the CVL face
database with a set of 798 images containing 114 people. The performance of the proposed method
was promising when compared to the state-of-the-art skin colour detectors.
Figure 5.1 shows results of skin detection for two different threshold values. The final threshold
value was obtained from the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve (Figure 4.1), provided
from four different sets of face images each included 120 different face images. ROC plots the
fraction of true positives vs. the fraction of false positives. As Figure 4.1 shows, after a specific
threshold, any increase in the threshold value, increased the false positive rate without increasing
the true positive rate.
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Figure 5 2 provides the result of applying different skin detectors to a sample image Skin locus
detects any colour similar or close to skin colour, such as wood, due to its pre colour training
Therefore, it is not suitable for the purpose of face tracking because an efficient skin colour detector
for tracking systems should be able to distinguish between the person being tracked and other people
or objects with similar skin colour in the background

Parametric and non-parametnc methods

produced better performance results The proposed technique that showed the best detection results
compared to others in detecting skin colour pixels is represented in Figure 5 2
The proposed method has been also tested for various colour spaces such as RGB, HSV, HIS,
TSL and YcrCb - all used in the literature for skin classification Experimentation showed successful
results after the proposed skin colour detector was implemented in the above colour spaces The
best performance, however, is for HSV/HIS and RGB colour spaces Figure 5 3 is a sample of the
skin colour detection results of the proposed method, implemented in different colour spaces

5.2 The Kalman Face Tracker
In this system an EVI-D70 Sony colour video camera was used to grab images The experiments
were performed on a 2 GHz PC running Windows XP as the operating system The 24-bit RGB
sequences had a resolution of 320 X 240 and output results were run in real-time Figure 5 4 shows
results of the camera pan/tilt actions in real-time after person moves in the scene This real-time
system works like an automatic camera man, which persistently tracks a person while he/she moves
or turns his/her face Also, because of camera's horizontal and vertical movements, this system
increases the field of view to explore the remote site Figure 5 5 and 5 6 shows the Kalman face
tracker's results when face is translated, rotated or occluded Figure 5 7 illustrates how the Kalman
face tracker follow the desired person when another person is in its vicinity
Although the Kalman face tracker was performing well in many situations, it was not stable
in case of random or sudden head motions as the Kalman filter provides optimal estimation only
if the object moves linearly The tracker was also instable in some situations when the scene was
very cluttered and similar colours were in the vicinity of the model face, due to the limitation
of the Kalman filter in terms of modeling noise Furthermore, this system provided poor results
when colour varied with illumination, specially when changes were drastic The above challenges
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Figure 5.1: Skin detection results for two different threshold values
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Figure 5.2: Skin colour detection techniques comparison (Original image, Skin locus, histogram,
Single Gaussian, elliptic boundary and the proposed method)
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Figure 5.3: The proposed skin colour classification tested in different colour spaces (Original image,
RGB, HSV, TSL, HIS and YCrCb colour spaces)
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Figure 5.4: Camera movements (frames: 1-20-23-32)
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Figure 5 5 Head's rotation and transformation (frames 1 -8-13-19)
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Figure 5.6: Head's occlusion (frames: 85-89-124-126)
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Figure 5.7: Presence of other people with similar skin colour (frames: 13-17-21-35)
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however, are perfectly handled in the finial version of the proposed face tracker; provided at the end
of this chapter.

5.3 Illumination Invariant CBIR
Most of the existing techniques either do not fully consider the brightness changes or need extra
information about camera characteristics or the illuminant properties. This, can result in a low
success rate, when no prior information about the acquisition conditions is available. This challenge
is addressed here using the proposed similarity measure and colour rank modeling, and tested on the
publicly available Simon Fraser University (SFU) image database ' This database contains three
more objects since employed in [79, 85, 86]. It includes 20 different objects, each under 11 different
illuminants as shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 respectively. All of the 220 images were captured
with a Sony DXC-930 3 CDD digital video camera.
At each iteration, the database of 20 objects was considered as a target, and one of the 20 objects
illuminated with one of the 10 remaining illuminants was selected as the query image. Therefore,
to prove the efficiency of the proposed technique on the image retrieval process, 10 x 11 x 20 or 2200 - tests were performed to compute the success rate.
The proposed similarity measure was first compared with the adapted histogram intersection
proposed by Muselet et al. [79]. Both works utilize normalized cumulative colour histogram or
histogram of ranks for image feature modeling. Spatial ranks method was then employed as an
object feature, integrated with the proposed similarity method and result were also compared with
those of adapted histogram intersection technique used in [79]. Table 5.1 shows the quantitative
comparison results of all four methods tested on SFU database for the application of image retrieval.
As [85, 86, 79] proposed, success rates can be increased by using fuzzy techniques however, here
the focus has only been on comparing similarity measuring techniques.
1

http://www.cs.sfu.ca/ colour/data
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Figure 5.8: Samples of 20 objects in the SFU database
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Figure 5.9: Objects under 11 different llluminants
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Table 5 1 Success rate comparisons for various methods, applied to image retrieval
Methods

Success rates (percentage)

Adapted histograms intersection using histograms of ranks

45 36

Adapted histograms intersection using histograms of spatial ranks

47 09

The proposed similarity measure using histograms of ranks

85 77

The proposed similarity measure using histograms of spatial ranks

87 45

5.4 The TOF Object Tracker
A SR-3000 TOF sensor with the resolution of 176x144 pixels was used for the depth tracker
The operating range was from 0 3 to 7 5 meters for this sensor, and the field of view (FOV) was
47 5x39 5 degrees Expenments for this part were performed on a 2 GHz PC with 2 GB memory
running Windows XP as the operating system
Figure 5 10 shows results of the tracker for pose and scale changes when person moves towards
the camera Illumination variation does not affect the depth information, so the proposed tracker
is insensitive to illumination changes The colour tracker, on the other hand, cannot perform well
when the object is overshadowed or saturated by severe brightness
The sequence of images shown in Figure 5 11 estimate and track human body locations, with
estimation results depicted by a red dot
The depth tracker is evaluated under abrupt changes m the scale and poses of the objects, illustrated in Figure 5 12 The depth tracker handles occlusions and rapid body translations perfectly,
due to the integration of the target's depth information and the proposed particle filter

5.5 The Proposed Face Tracker
Efficient face tracking in complex and real-world environments is still an open problem today This
section illustrates how the performance of a colour-based face tracker can be improved by adopting
the proposed method

Because - to the best of author's knowledge

no standard face tracking

database was available at the time of performing this research, data was collected in attempt to
provide as much various data as possible for different evaluations Both real-world expenments and
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Figure 5.10: Tracking results with pose and scale changes (frames 50, 61, 69, and 77)

Figure 5.11: Tracking results of the proposed depth tracker in case of pose changes and occlusion
(frames 1,7, 11, 18, 29,40,49, 57, 67. 72, 86, and 89)
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Figure 5.12: Tracking results of the proposed depth tracker in case of occlusion, scale and pose
changes (frames 50, 57,66, 80,92, 99, 103, 122, 127. 141, 180, and 193)
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synthetic data simulations are used for tests. More than 35 different videos, each including more
than 500 frames, were selected either from the Internet containing real-world environments to check
for the unexpected results or created in the office for more specific investigations like sudden head
movements when a person jumps up and down or cases where illumination changes drastically. The
experiments were performed on a 2 GHz PC running Windows XP as the operating system. The
24-bit RGB sequences had a resolution of 320 x 240.
Figure 5.13 illustrates screen shots of two existing face trackers' results, proposed in [19, 22]
to show circumstances where they fail to track targets. In the first image, the tracker is tracking a
specific person and fails when another individual crosses the target person. The method explained
in [19], models the head as an ellipse and combines that information with a colour histogram and
intensity gradient as image features, but because the colour histogram of two faces can be highly
similar, the tracker fails (as shown in Figure 5.13.B.). The tracker can also be attracted to background clutter that contains colours close to the target's skin tone or curves similar to that of the
ellipse-which becomes problematic because there are no other components in the tracker for recognizing the target's facial features other than skin tone and predicted head shape information. In
Figure 5.13.C, after the tracker has gradually started to fail, it detects a curve from segments of the
ellipse (head's model) and are attracted to the part of the head that also contains skin colour.
Figure 5.13.D-F depicts a similar scenario in which the colour-based tracker fails to track the
desired person as soon as another face enters the vicinity, because there is no function that helps the
tracker to differentiate between objects with similar skin tones.
Unlike the above examples, the proposed method establishes that the colour of an object, together with the interaction between its pixels (spatial rank information), is specific to an object and
is highly preserved in two consecutive frames

even after the object has undergone gradual varia-

tions like the scale change in Figure 5.14. A face tracker that employs spatial rank information can
distinguish between the model object and image distractions, supporting the argument that considering spatial information in addition to colour eliminates failure in such conditions. It is also worth
noting that any variation in the orientation of the head in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis
of the camera does not influence the spatial information, so the proposed system provides valuable
insight into object tracking and can detect, distinguish and track the desired person effectively even
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Figure 5.13: A-F. Spatial ranks information in video frames prevents trackers from the failures in
the above example

Figure 5.14: Consecutive frames when the target person is moving towards the camera
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Figure 5.15: Synthetic data sequences: face translation examples with drastic brightness variations
on a cluttered background
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in environments where there is a high risk of failure
After investigating the effectiveness of spatial ranks information as a tool for the improvement of
visual trackers' stability, a complete motion tracker was implemented by integrating the proposed
illumination invariant observation model, likelihood model, and similanty measure explained in
chapter 4, and the particle filter with the proposed importance sampling
The first analysis method to examine the performance of the proposed tracker is a more complete
version of a similar evaluation approach explained in [71] In [71] a single head is superimposed on
a static background translating with constant velocity, while here, synthetic sequences are created
by superimposing facial images of about 50x63 pixels on cluttered image backgrounds of 320x240
pixels The position of facial image was defined by a nonlinear dynamic equation The brightness
of the face was also changed several times during the translation to create a more complex scene
Figure 5 15 shows examples of the 90 possible face locations in each image, in addition to its
transformation under drastic brightness variations The evaluation was performed over different
experiments with 35 background scenes, each using a randomly selected scene and face

This

experiment was then repeated for 50 different faces and about 100 particles have been propagated at
each frame The proposed observation model was then compared to currently existing colour-based
measurement approaches including region-based, parametric and nonparametnc skin distribution
modeling methods According to the survey provided in [60] the above methods are the three main
skin colour modeling approaches
Figure 5 16 provides the comparison results of the proposed face tracker with three different
trackers using region-based, Gaussian or histogram based methods for skin colour modeling The
evaluation is performed by averaging over the combinations of backgrounds and faces for each face
position Error is based on the absolute value of the Euclidian distance between the estimate location
and true face location in pixels Results of Figure 5 16 suggest that considering the spatial ranks of
object pixels in addition to its colour will improve the observation efficiency of colour-based visual
trackers for recognizing the desired face when illumination is drastically changing The selective
skin colour modeling is also helpful for the generation of a more precise proposal distribution in the
case of unexpected, rapid head motions
To test the effectiveness of the proposed tracker in the presence of drastic illumination changes,
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of estimation errors among the four colour-based observation methods
real-world video sequences were also used, with the resolution of 320x240. Video frames in Figure
5.17 show a person driving in the city at night where the illumination is shifting

resulting in both

gradual and drastic changes on the driver's skin. Two different observation models, a histogrambased model and the proposed model, were then compared. The images of Figure 5.17 belong
to two consecutive frames of this clip. The driver is also turning his head and moving his tongue,
adding more physical variations. As Figure 5.17.A shows, in the second frame where the skin
colour is drastically changing, the colour histogram based tracker is degraded to the area near the
driver's neck instead of remaining on his face. It can also attract to any other area in the background
around the driver's head containing colours similar to the driver's skin; however, as Figure 5.17.B
illustrates, the proposed system can still perfectly distinguish and track the driver's face. The reason
is that spatial interaction between pixels is not changed with the illumination. Therefore the face
can still be recognized from the outliers.
The success rate of the proposed method utilizing the improved particle filter explained in Chapter 4 was tested against that of the conventional particle filter [3]. The test was performed over both
the real video sequences and synthetic data, while increasing the number of particles.
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Frame 68

Frame 69

Frame 68

Frame 69

Figure 5.17: Comparison between two different observation models when illumination varies drastically, top: based on colour histogram and bottom: based on the proposed likelihood model
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Different success rates were observed for the synthetic data, depending on the particle filter
initialization. At each test, the average success rate was computed for 10 program runs with 10
different initializations. The number of particles was increased during the experiments. Between 50
and 1600 particles were used for the state vector of X - {Jtf ,)f, lm, IM) that includes the position and
scale of the face. Figure 5.18 illustrates the results of increasing the number of particles for both
the traditional and the proposed tracker. The success rate is based on a 20-pixels or more difference
between the head's exact position and its estimated position. Depending on the resolution and the
selected state vector, increasing the number of particles increased the performance up to a point,
after which it only increased the program overhead and had very little influence on the efficiency.
In some real-world situations such as unexpected occlusions, the tracker's high searching ability
can even cause it to become trapped by distractions so, based on the experiments of this research,
selection of between 400 and 1000 particles is shown to be the best choice for the specified state
vector.
Figure 5.19 and 5.20 represent the comparison of the utilized particle filter with the traditional
particle filter. As Figure 5.19 shows, trackers using CONDENSATION algorithm and colour histogram are attracted to the background at frame 58. This is because the driver's face contains skin
colour and also black hair colour (driver's mustache) that is similar to the dark background, so when
the head moves rapidly, or in the opposite direction, (and is not predicted by transition prior), the
tracker can be attracted to the part of the face and background. Furthermore, if the object is lost
because of complete occlusion or exiting from the scene, traditional particle filters will not be able
to relocate the object after reappearing, as they utilize transition prior as importance sampling and
do not consider the latest observation. The proposed skin detection process facilitates relocating
the object, even after reappearing, and clearly provides a significant advantage. Figure 5.20 shows
a similar example during the daylight when brightness reflected on driver's face changes rapidly.
The brightness changes in the 3rd frame of each row, (also look at the driver's jacket and vehicle's
ceiling for colour changes). As this figure shows, the traditional particle filter provides poor result
due to the change of illumination, compared to the proposed face tracker. Statistical comparison
and further investigations are also required in future researches regarding all existing versions of the
particle filter used for object tracking.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the proposed method (top row) with the traditional particle filter (bottom row), night light. frames 40,49, 58

Figure 5.20: Comparison of the proposed method (top row) with the traditional particle filter (bottom row), daylight, frames 381-184
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After comparing the proposed face tracker with the existing colour-based approaches and the
traditional particle filter, the final version of the proposed face tracker was tested on a collected
database of more than 35 real world videos Each video included more than 500 frames with a
320x 240 resolution, to provide as much varying data as possible for different evaluations Knowing
that no standard database was available at the time of this work, this was used for face tracking under
varying illumination
Figures 5 21- 5 23 illustrate tracking results when brightness vanes on the face due to daylight
and artificial light Employing the brightness invariant SR information during colour tracking makes
the system less likely to be attracted to background clutter after colours have shifted as a reason of
brightness changes Figure 5 21 shows face tracking results in varied illumination during daylight,
while Figures 5 22 and 5 23 are tracking results under artificial light Figures 5 23 and 5 22 show
four frames of head movement during abrupt brightness changes from the dark to bright and from
the bright to dark, respectively In Figure 5 22, it seems that head is not moving very much The
reason is that location changes are hardly noticeable in consecutive frames The head's translation
to the left is obvious, looking at the position of the head and its distance change, with respect to the
right corner of ceiling It is easier to follow the head's motion in Figure 5 23, first to the left and
then to the right side of the scene
Figure 5 24 displays tracking results of the proposed face tracker in the case of rapid head
motions The program was running with 400 particles, and for the conventional PF to reach the
same level of estimation accuracy, approximately 900 particles were required The reason is that
many samples are wasted in low likelihood areas in the conventional PF as a result of not considering
the latest measurement information
Figure 5 25 represents the results of tracking a person in a cluttered scene The proposed system
considers the interaction between object pixels and its integration with the multiple-hypothesis particle filter to successfully recognize the target among clutter when the background contains colours
similar to the person s facial skin tone
Figure 5 26 is an example of object occlusion when the face is occluded by a single hand
The tracker can still distinguish and track the face perfectly In these images, the facial skin colour
is slightly different from that of the driver's hand, but unlike Gaussian modeling or the popular,
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Frame "0

Frame "8

Frame 76

Frame 79

Figure 5.21: Brightness variations on face resulting from daylight
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Figure 5 22: Tracking results in cases of abrupt illumination vanation from dark to bright
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Figure 5.23: Tracking results in cases of abrupt illumination variation from bright to dark
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Figure 5.24: The proposed system s results for rapid head motions
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Frame 111

Frame 129

Frame 145

Frame 1~1

Figure 5.25: The proposed system's result for head tracking in a cluttered office
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coarsely-coloured representation of histogram-based methods, the employed skin colour detector
explained in Section 4.2.1 successfully distinguishes between the face and the occluding hand
thanks to its selective colour detection. Skin colour pixels overlaid on the image demonstrate the
efficiency of the skin colour detector in detecting facial skin colour pixels, because only colours
very close to the face skin colour are selected.
In Figure 5.27, the desired face is being tracked in the vicinity of another face with a similar
skin tone. Adding the spatial colour rank information to the colour-based face tracker eliminates the
tracker's instability and attraction to the other face when they pass each other. Existing face trackers
that use colour, intensity gradient information, or even both features, cannot always distinguish the
target from other faces in the background with similar scale and skin tone.
While this work has concentrated on the detection and tracking of skin colour pixels, the ball
tracking results illustrated in Figure 5.28 shows the proposed system's flexibility in tracking objects
other than a human face. The same process is applied for ball tracking, using the ball's main colour
as the reference. Although the proposed tracker has been successful on basic ball tracking tests,
further investigations should be carried out on the possibility of applying this method or at least
some of its components to tracking objects other than the human face.

5.6

Summary

Experimental results of the proposed face tracker and its different components were provided in this
chapter. The proposed components were tested on different applications including the content-based
image retrieval, the Kalman face tracker using a pan/tilt camera and a visual tracker employing a
time-of-flight range imaging sensor that provides depth information. The complete version of the
face tracker was fully tested using the synthetic data and real world video sequences.
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Frame 73
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Figure 5.26: The proposed system s performance when the face is occluded by hand
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Figure 5.27: Face tracking in the vicinity of another face
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Figure 5 28: Ball tracking results of the proposed system
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks

6.1 Summary of Contributions
In this work, existing object trackers are studied with the main focus on colour-based face tracking.
The advantages, drawbacks and shortcomings of current systems were investigated. An original
face tracker was then proposed to address the inadequacy of today's colour-based methods, specifically in the case of challenging situations, such as when illumination of the environment varies
gradually or drastically. This instability is generated when colour varies over time, depending on
the illumination, visual angle and camera parameters. The objective was to deal with this challenge
with no prior knowledge about the camera specifications and source of illumination, and without
combining multiple image features, as sensor fusion itself is still an open problem. To fulfill the
above requirements the following methods are proposed.
An improved proposal distribution is introduced in this work, which increases the performance
of sampling of the particle filter compared to the traditional particle filter, due to the consideration
of the latest measurement.
Part of the proposal distribution of the particle filter is created from an original skin colour
modeling method, one that is faster than existing approaches such as Gaussian or histogram based
modeling methods with equal or higher performance. In addition to that, it is independent to distribution shape and does not require excessive memory storage or exhaustive prior training. This
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method was successfully tested on standard databases and has proven to be a superior approach for
modeling human skin colour; specifically for real-time systems such as face trackers compared to
existing approaches.
Finally, to weight particles, an illumination invariant likelihood function is proposed using spatial rank information that considers both the illumination invariant colour ordering of a face's pixels
in video frames and the spatial interaction between them. An original similarity measure is also
introduced, one that is specifically designed to create an illumination invariant likelihood function
that uses spatial colour rank information. The proposed similarity measure was successfully tested
for standard database of images of objects under drastic or gradual varying illuminations.

6.2

Conclusion

The stability of the proposed face tracker on the above challenges was confirmed after comprehensive examinations on a large number of real-world video sequences and also synthetic data sets.
It has been shown that the illumination invariant likelihood function is responsible for the colour
changes, because even if illumination varies due to the camera parameters or environmental conditions, the spatial ranks using the proposed similarity measure remain preserved and closest to the
latest updated face model.
The nonlinearity of the head motion is covered with the particle filter. The particle filter also
considers multiple hypothesis to handle non Gaussian distributions caused by cluttered scenes or
existence of multiple people in the vicinity of the model person being tracked.
The sampling efficiency of the traditional particle filter is increased by considering the latest
measurements using the proposed skin colour modeling method.
In case of occlusion, the highest probability of the object's state is determined by the skin colour
classifier and if the face is completely occluded, the expected values of the samples' weights will
concentrate on the previous head's state and therefore, the system remains at the same state and
continues searching for the desired face using multiple hypothesis sampling until it appears again.
Otherwise, after a specific waiting time, the system is reset and needs to be re-initialized.
To consider the specific shape of head, as an elliptical rigid object head is modeled by an ellipse
that defines the face's locations and scale changes when a person moves closer or further from the
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camera.

6.3 Future Works
Although the proposed tracker has been successful on basic ball tracking tests, further investigations
should be carried out on the possibility of applying this method or at least some of its components
to track objects other than the human face.
Another extension to this work can be the investigation of how efficiently fusing other features to
colour, for a more challenging application where the face is half shadowed. In this situation spatial
ordering of pixels is altered and the skin classifier does not select shadowed pixels, because of the
difference between their current colour and the latest updated skin tone of the model person. In this
situation, adding another feature like intensity gradient will solve the issue. The complementary
job of the skin colour modeling method and spatial rank approach, however, will perform well for a
partly shadowed or completely shadowed face.
Online selection of image features is another useful approach that is currently under investigation to produce faster and more reliable trackers that are able to select the most useful image feature
for face localization, at each time frame. Real-time systems such as object trackers can benefit from
this selection when environmental conditions changes with time.
Finally, a comprehensive survey should be conducted on existing versions of particle filters
applied to real-time visual tracking, to compare their performance and complexity in standard
databases.
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Appendix A
List of Abbreviations

AI

Artificial Intelligence

CCD

Charge-Coupled Device

TOF

Time Of Flight

RGB

Red Green Blue

CMYK

Cyan Magenta Yellow Black

HSV

Hue Saturation Value

HSL

Hue Saturation Lightness/Luminance

HSI

Hue Saturation Intensity

TSL

Tint Saturation Lightness

SOM

Self Organizing Map

PDF

Probability Distribution Function

EM

Expectation Maximization

2D

Two Dimensional

3D

Three Dimensional

LUT

Lookup Table

ML

Maximum Likelihood
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MAP

Maximum a Posteriori

MSE

Mean Square Error

PSNR

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

NCC

Normalized colour Coordinates

CAMSHIFT

Continually Adaptive Mean Shift

KF

Kalman Filter

EKF

Extended Kalman Filter

UKF

Unscented Kalman Filter

MCKF

Monte Carlo Kalman Filter

SIS

Sequential Importance Sampling

SIR

Sampling Importance Resampling

CONDENSATION

Conditional Density Propagation

PF

Particle Filter

BPF

Bootstrap Particle Filter

APF

Auxiliary Particle Filter

UPF

Unscented Particle Filter

GPF

Gaussian Particle Filter

HMM

Hidden Markov Model

ILW

Iterated Likelihood Weighting

ROI

Region of Interest

ROC

Receiver Operating Characteristic

CBIR

Content-Based Image Retrieval

QBIC

Query By Image Content
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